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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Sociologists have developed a considerable body of con-
cepts, knowledge, and skill, which appears to be applicable to 
the investigation of many problems in medical care. There 
seems to be-little doubt that sociologists, along with other 
social scientists, are qualified to join the increasinglyl.a.:tge 
and specialized procession of scientists who are concerned 
with research that is related · ei the'r directly or indirectly to 
l 
problems of health. 
i 2 I Many writers have indicated recently what they believe. 
J sociology ultimately may offer to medicine. Such writers as 
1Robert Merton, Leonard Broom, and Leonard Cottrell, 
Sociology Today (New York, 1959), pp. 232-33. 
2see Leo W. Simmons and Harold G. Wolff, Social Science 
in Medicine (New York, 1954). Gordon Blackwell, "Behavior 
Science and Heal th" Social Forces, XXXII (1953 f, 211-15; H. R. 
Leavell, "Medical Progress: Contribution of the SocialSciences 
to the Solution of Health Problem.s,"National Journal of Medical 
Education, CCLIII (1952L 855-97; A. R. Mangus, -Medical Soci- . 
ology,• American Sociological Review, XXXIX (1955), 156-64; 
Oswall Hall, "Sociological Research in the Field of Medicine: 
Progress and Prospects," American Sociological Review, XVI .· 
(1951), 639-43; Samuel W. Bloom, The Doctor and the Patient 
(New York, 1963), pp. 14-7. 
1 . 
2 
Sililmons, Blackwell, Mangus, Leavell, Hall, and Bloom variously 
have suggested that a major contribution lies in the explic-
itly social point of view which sociology provides for.the 
medical clinician, whether he be a practitioner or researcher. 
It is their belief that sociology can contribute to medicine 
by means of studies which relate soc~al factors and processes 
to one's particular health status; that a significant contri-
bution may stem. from •ba.sic"' sociological studies which ex-
plore patterned social relationships in the fields of health 
and medicine with or without special regard for links between 
these social relationships and ·the type of disease as such. 
Sociologists and other social·scientists are making sig-
nificant strides toward understanding numerous and varied 
types of social phenomena affecting the practice of medicine. 
They have given fruitful attention to the growing place of 
medicine and medical practice in the social system of the 
western World
1 
and to the different attitudes and values which 
various segments of the population have toward doctors, health, 
2 
illness, and medical care. 
1see Howard E. Freeman and Lee G. Reeders, #)iedical 
Soc~ology: A Review of the Literature," .American Sociological 
Review, XXII (1957), 73-78. ~ - . 
2see Benjamin D. Paul. Health, Culture and Community 






Th.e·problem..--In this exploratory study, the objectives 
are: first, to obtain, as nearly as possible, the attitudes 
of Negroes toward Negro doctors in the Atlanta comm.unity; 
second, to lay the ground work for a- more intensive study on 
doctor-patient relationship. The major question raised in 
the study is what are the attitudes toward Negro doctors by 
Negroes who patronize Negro doctors, who patronize white doc-
tors, and who patronize both Negro and white doctors? The 
respondents in the study are classified as "users,• •non-
1 
users, 11 or both. 
The specific questions are: 
1. What are the attitudes of Negro users, non-users, and 
both toward the Negro physician as a practitioner? 
2. 'What are the attitudes of Negro users, non-users, and 
both toward the Negro physician as a specialist? 
3. 'What are the attitudes of Negro users, non-users, and 
both toward the competency and skill of Negroes in 
medicine? · 
4. 'What are the attitudes of-Negro users, non-users, and 
both toward professional courtesy exhibited. by Negro 
doctors. 
5. 'What are the attitudes of Negro users, non-users, and 
both concerning the limited use of:hospital and medi-
cal facilities available for Negroes in medicine. 
1 . 
"Users• are defined as those Negroes~who_patronize, ex-
clusively, the Negro doctor. «Non-users" are those Negroes . 
who patronize white physicians exclusively. "Users of both" 
are those who patronize successively, or alternately, Negro 
and white doctors. 
4 
Steniming from thes~ questions is an hypothesis which 
th.is study seeks to investigate. It can be hypothecated that 
the users of Negro physicians feel that Negro doctors are 
qualified professionally in tenn.s or competency, willingness 
to serve, and understanding of patients; non-users and users 
-~· 
of both feel that Negro physicians ~e unqualified profes-
sionally to give first-class service to patients in te:rms of 
willingness, competence, and understanding. 
Sub-hyPotheses.--Th.e sub-hypotheses for study are: 
1. Many Negroes reject the Negro practitioner because 
of his inadequate training, equipment, high fees, 
and alleged lack of professional ethics. 
2 • .Many Negroes feel that Negro physicians as special-
ists may be competent, but their skill is hampered 
because of inferior facilities. 
3. Many users.of Negroes in medicine express complete 
satisfaction in the competency and skill of Negro· 
physicians whereas non-users and users of both ex-
press a negativistic attitude. 
4. Some users of Negro physicians patronize Negroes in 
medicine because of the understanding and fair treat-
ment sho'Wil by the Negro physician; some of the non-
users do not patronize Negro physicians because of a 
lack of understanding and unfair treatment received 
from. Negroes in medicine. 
5. Many Negroes feel that they will not be able to eval-
uate·the Negro physician objectively until the Negro 
-doctor is given·tu11 access to medical and hospital 
facilities. 
Study design.--Toe methodology consists of three part~: 












Contact with Negro and white doctors, medical associa-
tions, and hospitals revealed the difficulty in discov~ring 
a clearly defined universe from which a sample could be drawn. 
Through the use of census tract information, income 
data were the most important criteria used by the researcher 
to select and to interview 176 respondents--46 males and 130 
l females, from low, middle, and upper income Negro neighbor-
hoods. Of the 176 persons interviewed, seventy-five (43 per-
. 
cent) were •users• of Negro doctors, sixty-eight (38 percent) 
were •non-users of Negro doctors, and thirty-three (19 per-
. 2 
cent) were users of both Negro· and white doctors. Each per-
son in the sample was interviewed; the interviews ranged in 
length from n,enty-five to thirty-five minutes. 
Sixty-four percent of the respondents were married and 
15 percent were single. Since a high marriage percentage was 
recorded, it is logical to find a low percentage of the popula-
tion separated (4 percent), widowed (8 .percent), and divorced 
3 ( 9 percent) • 
When-the population is viewed according to education, 
- 1see Appendix, 125. p. . 
2.see Appendix, p. 124. 
3see Appendix, P• 125. 
6 
one finds that nine percent of the respondents were in the 
lower educational level, twenty-nine percent of the respond-
ents were in the high school le!el, and sixty-two percent of 
the respondents had some college training.1 
Since one hundred and nine respondents possessed some 
,•. 
college training, it is not surprising to observe a median 
income of $4,870.00.
2 
Th.is is indicative of the fact that a 
majority of the respondents are skilled (31 percent) and pro-
3 fessional ( 32 percent} workers. The sample does not purport 
to be representative. Cases had to be accepted where found. 
In order to obtain accur~te statistical data, a sched-
ule was constructed (see Appe~, p. 117). It consists of 
three parts: (l)· background infom.ation, (2) gener_al informa-
tion on the use of doctors, and (3) attitudes toward Negro 
doctors. 
The Likert-type schedule (1932) is used widely in the 
measurement of attitudes. It is a si.umnated scale. In our 
schedule, the interviewees are asked to respond to 21 "closed 
end"_type items in.terms of several degrees of agreement or 
of disagreem.ent--for example, (1) strongly agree, (2} agree, 
1see Appendix, p. 128. 
2see Appendix, p. 127. 
3
see Appendix, P• 126. 
7 
(3) undec~ded, (4) disagree, or (5) strongly disagree. 
Theoretical orientation.--In this study the theoretical 
orientation is established around the doctor-patient relation-
ship. Szasz.and Hollender say that the three types of doctor-
patient relationship directly related to the organic symptoms 
of illness are: (1) activity-possivity, (2) guidance-cooper-
ation, and (3) mutual participation. 
In activity-possivity, the orientation is one in which 
the physician is active and the patient is passive. It orig-
inates in and is entirely appropriate for em.ergenc"ies. The 
patient is more or less complet_ely helpless and the physician 
does something to him. 
The guidance-cooperation model applies to most acute 
disorders and especially to those cf an infectious type. Al-
though the patient is ill, he is still keenly aware of what is 
going on, capable of following directions and of exercising 
some judgement. 
In the mutual participation model1 the physician helps 
the patient to help himself. Szasz and Hollender said, nrt 
would be i~accurate and misleading to maintain that one model 
is more appropriate than another for (or work better in a 
given situation.1 
1samuel W. Bloom, The Doctor and His Patient (New York, 










The _mutual participation model best interprets the data 
in the present research. It is considered the ideal model by 
persons in the medical profession because it allows for medi-
cal diagnoses, counseling service on non-medical problem, and 
personal ties 'Which are not usually found in other models. 
-~· 
Personal ties can be established in this model because, in 
many instances, the doctor lives near his patients. 
For purposes of this study, an attitude is defined as: 
(1) the interpretation which the person places upon a given 
stimulus-situation and (2) the line of action which he pro-
poses, intends, or tends to take in response to the stim.ulus-
·t t· l si ua ion. 
Related studies.--Although.several studies have been 
made regarding Negroes in medicine, specific studies related 
directly to the problem of this investigation have been scat-
tered and fragmentary. In 1939, the Committee on Research "in 
Medical Economics published a study of a group of New York 
residents.
2 
The purpose of the study was to discover (1) the 
. 
basic choice and (2) the quality of the relationship that ex-
isted between the family and providers of medical services. 
¾ra.rnell Ha.rt, Laboratory Manual for Introductory Soci-
ology (Michigan, 1963), p. 50. 
2Gladys V. Swackhamer, "'Choice·and Change of Doctor," 
{unpublished Master's dissertation, Department of Sociology, 
New York University, 1939). 
9 
The interv_iewing (365 low-income families) was based on the 
following four major questions: 
1. Assuming economic freedom of choice, how do families 
select their physicians, hospitals and clinics? To 
how great an extent do cult~sts, druggists, and self-
medications supplement or supplant the physician's 
care? 
2. How many families have family physicians? 
3 • How much do families or individuals change from one 
resource to another and why? 
4. \vhat correlation exists between income and use of 
private physicians as compared with use of clinics 
and other low cost sources of care? 
According to Swa.ckh.am.er, the reasons for choices of 
doctors may be categorized as follows: (1) Recommendation of 
relatives or friends, (2) Membership in burial or sickness .. 
benefit societies, (3) Advice of .physician or other practi-
tioner, (4) Nearness and availability of physician, (5) Per-
sonal tie with physician, and (6) Recommendation of social 
agencies. Th.is research is related to Swackhamer's in several 
w-ays. One, both include low-class respondents; two, both are 
concerned with the reasons for choice of doctor; and three, 
both attempt to answer the question raised by Sw.ackhamer. 
Also,· in 1939, Harold Frun made a similar study. . He 
chose as his uni verse twelve continuous blocks in an indusb::ial 
a:rea. The families in these blocks had approximately the ~ 
income and were rather homogeneous in type. His major ooncems 
10 
were: (1) Illness ~rienced by the family, (2) Nature of 
. 
the care obtained, (3) Reasons for choice of particular phy-
sicians or other particular resources employed, (4) Character 
and frequency of change, and ( 5) Reason for change. Some 
findings were: 
.:, 
1. The subjects's use of medical resources was limited 
due to economic conditions. . 
2. The consumer had little knowledge of the quality of 
service received. Most of the choices were made by 
and ~ith little serious forethought. 
3. Recommendations by friends or relatives played an 
important part in the choice of physicians. Choices 
were largely based on rumors, prejudices, common 
interests, and economi~ consideration. 
4. Agency resources were· used by families only when, 
for economfc reasons, ·they were unable to use private 
resources. . 
·The present research and Frun's study are concerned with 
the reasons why patients change doctors. Some of Frun's rea-
sons for change of doctors are consistent with those in the· 
present study. 
"Patients and Prejudice: Lay attitudes Toward Women 
. 
Physicians• by Josephine J. Williams is a somewhat related 
study which deals with the attitudes of middle-class Amerio&,. 
women toward women physic~ans. A sample of 100 nati ve-:born 
- ¾la.rold S. Frun, nchoice and Change of~Meclical Service: 
A Study of Families in An Industrial Area• (unpublished · 
Master's Thesis, Department of Sociology, Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1939). 
11 
whites in a residential neighborhood of Chicago was studied. 
These women were asked two questions. On the first question, 
the respondents, selected from among ten doctors--differenti-
ated by sex, age, faith, nationality, race, and whether· or not 
they had been recommended--the doctor they would call •first,• 
"second,• and so forth. In the second question, Williams 
judged ten objections from. the most logical to the most non-
logical by the infonnants. 
It was found that an experienced woman doctor is pre-
ferred to a young .male white doctor and to an experienced 
male Negro doctor. Respondents sympathized with men who pro-
test against a wmnan doctor, were divided on a woman's right 
to protest, and agreed that no on~- should insist on a Wol!ldn 
doctor. 
The single fact of being a Negro outweighed the combi~ 
nation of experience, recommendations, and .male sex.1 Ths 
present study deals with attitudes toward Negro physicians ac-
cording to •users," •non-users," and .-.beth." 
Fourteen cities, including Atlanta, were chosen by Na-
tional Medical Fellowship Incorporated for a ·-systematic study 
of the status of integration in medicine and for an analysis 
' 1Josephine J. WilliaJD.S, "Patients and Prejudice," The 
American Journal of Sociology, LI (J~uary, 1946) 1 283-287. 
12 
of the factors contributing to or blocking integration.1 In 
every comm.unity, local sociologists were contacted to provide 
the background data about the comm.unity, particularly the 
patterns of race relations, any available studies on medical 
integrati_on, and list of persons to be interviewed. Local 
organizations and agencie's such as commissions on human rela-
tions and Urban Leagues were contacted. 
Reitzes studied hospital facilities, professional soci-
eties, practice of Negro physicians, and factors affecting in-
tegration. Of the four facets listed, the material on prac-
tices of Negro physicians was of particular interest. It is 
here that Reitzes talks abou~ the attitudes of patients toward 
the Negro physicians. It should be added that Reitzes' data 
were supplied by Negro physicians and not by the patients 
themselves. 
Speaking of the Negro patients, one Negro physician·es-
timated that about 70 percent of all Negroes in Atlcµita used 
white physicians. There was general agreement among ·the Negro 
. 
physicians that,· because of lack of confidence in them, Ne-
groes in Atlanta preferred white physicians to.Negro physi-
cians. One Negro physici~ pointed out that Negroes believed. 
white physicians were better prepa,red. Another stated: "I 
1Dietrich C. Reitzes, Negroes and Medicine (cambridge, 
1958) I PP• 1-3 • 
13 
tbjnk it ~as been from. past experience; a few patients told me 
they had been misused. I have heard of ghost surgery. •1 An-
other Negro physician stated: •The better class of Negroes 
prefer a white to a Negro doctor.• _Still another Negro physi-
cian stated that for most Negroes •the white man is still 
'2 someone that you worship.• 
One doctor said the wealthier Negroes tended to go to 
other cities for medical care and the indigent patients tended 
to go to Grady Memorial Hospital. These two groups were, 
thus, lost to the Negro physicians, and with them~ good fees 
on the one hand and material f9r training and study on the 
3 
other. 
Valien interviewed 219 Nashville Negro families on fam-
ily doctors and racial preference in selecting doctors. The 
interviews were conducted in high, middle, and low rental 
areas of the city. Valien reported the following findings: 
Nearly three-fifths of all persons interviewed preferred Negro 
doctors, half of them based their pref~rence on some type of 
ideI},tity with members of their own race. One out of every ten 
1Ghost surgery can. be defined as the practice of perform-
ing surgery on another physician's patient by arrangements with 
the- physician which is unknown to the patient. 















preferre~ white doctors, while three out of ten stated that 
they had no racial preference, being interested only in qual-
ified doctors who could attend to their needs.1 
Valien's study is related to_this study in several ways. 
Both seek the attitudes of Negro patients toward the Negro 
.~• 
doctor; both deal with. basically the same general information . 
--such as reason fer change of doctor. Finally, both studies 
obtained samples by canvassing high, middle and lower income 
Negro neighborhoods. 
1 
Dr. Preston Valien, "Health Attitudes and Practices 
Among Negroes in Nashville, Use of Family Doctor and Racial-
Preference in Selecting Doctors• (unpublished study Fisk Uni-















THE USE OF NEGRO DOCTORS 
This chapter is an·analysis of the general information 
. 
regarding the use of Negro doctors by Negroes. It is divided 
into two parts: one, an analysis of general information re-
garding the ·use of Negro doctors by all interviewees; and, 
two, an analysis of the use of Negro doctors by ~users,• •non-
users,• and "'both.• 
The general information section is concerned with the 
following quest-ions:· Are respon~ents' present doctors Negro, 
white, or both? How did the respondents choose their doctor? 
\1hat services do respondents expect from their doctors? 'Why 
did the respondent go out of state for medical treatment?, If 
the respondent changed doctors, which doctor was selected ac-
cording to ethic group and what was the reason for the change? 
And finally, if respondents did not change doctors, what were 
the reasons? 
Table 1 shows the distribution of the total sample ac-
cording to-preference of doctors by race, number and percent. 
Of the 176 Negroes interviewed, seventy-five or 43 percent_· 









white doctors, and thirty-three or 19 percent preferred both 
Negro and white doctors: The percentages for doctor prefer-
ence are not as high as was found in Valiens study. 
TABLE 1 
PREFERENCE OF DOCTORS BY RA.CE 
Race Number Percent 
Negro 75 43 
\fuite 68 38 
Negro and White 33 19 
Total 176 100 
Medical services expected.--Of the seven services listed 
fQr the respondents' consideration, five hundred and thirteen 
responses were recorded ( Table 2J • The highe_st percentage, 
26 percent, was recorded for the service of annual chec~p. 
TABLE 2 
MEDICAL SERVICES EXPECTED 
Services . Number Percent 
Annual Checkup 132 26 
Emergency Home Visits--Night 121 24 
Emergency Home Visits--Day 108 21 
Immediate Information Regarding Illness 103 20 
Advice on.Non-medical Problems 29 5 
Free Medicine Provided 
~ 
)..4 3 
Others 6 1. 























Almost equal percentages were recorded for emergencies during 
day and night, 21 and 24 percent, respectively. 
Only one out of twenty respondents expected counseling 
on non-medical problems from his physician. This low per-
centage (5 percent) is consistent with the thjnkjng of many 
scholars--the medical doctors are not experts on all subjects 
in our complex society. 
Reason for choice of doctor.--More than one-fourth (27 
percent) of·the respondents gave •possession of specializa-
tion in area needed• as the prime reason for their choice of· 
doctor (Table 3). Slightly more than one-fifth (21 percent) 
of the respondents considered the fact of knowing their doc-
tor for a long.period of time as the motivating factor in 
their choice of doctor and 20 percent were influenced first 
by recommendations of friends and relatives •. .Among the sec-
ond choices, •recommended by friend or relative". was sele.cted 
as a second reason for choice of doctor (13 percent). 
The major reason for second choices proved to be identi• 
cal with third reason for choice of doctor ( 6 percent) • Per-
centages get progressively lower for second and ~rd reasons 
because one-third (33 percent} of the respondents had no sec-
o~p. reason and nearly three-fo~ ( 7 3 percent) had no third 
~ -
reason for choice of doctor. The magnitude of no second or 








choice of doctor. 
TABLE 3 
FOR FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD REASONS 
FOR CHOICES OF DOCTOR 
1st Choice 2ndChoice 
Reasons -~· NUlll• Per- Num.- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Possession of specialization 
in area needed 46 27 19 11 
Has been family doctor for a 
long time 37 21 22 12 
Recommended by friend or 
relative 36 20 24 13 
Prefer my own race 22 12 19 11 
Recommended by another doctor 7 4 15 9 
MeJnbership in burial plans 7 4 10 5 
Because of industrial or medi-
cal insurance plans 5 2 4 4 
Recommended by social age.-,.t l 1 0 ·o 
Other reasons 15 9 6 3 
No second reason 57 33 
. 
No .third reason 

















Going out of state for medical service.--Table 4 shows 
those of the total sample who did or did not leave the sta:te 
for medical services. Fifteen respondente (9 percent) went 
19 
~ut of the state for medical services,whereas one hundred and 
sixty-one ( 91 percent) elected to seek medical treatment with-
in the state. Th.is can be attributed to: (1) high cost of 
securing out-of-state medical service, (2) high level.-of es-
teem that patients have for local physicians,mainly white, 
and (3) inconveniences of patronizing physicians out of state. 
TABLE 4 
RESPONDENTS WHO DID OR DID NOT LEAVE STATE 
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES 
Respondents Number • Percent 
Did leave state for medical 
service 15 9 
Did not leave state for 
medical service 161 91 
.. 
Total 176 100 
Change of doctors.--Sixty-six (37 percent) .of the re-
spondents changed doctors during the last five years (Table 
5) • The highest percentage ( 16 percent) was reported by re-
spondents who cha.Itged from. a Negro to a white doctor. The 
change from white to Negro doctor was only-3 percen:t. Thus, 
Negro doctors lost ground in competition for Negro patients. 
AlIQost an equal percentage (13 per.cent) of the respondents. 
changed from one Negro to another Negro doctor. One hundred 















CHANGE OF DOCTORS AMONG NEGROES IN ATLANTA 
Change of Doctors Number 
From Negro to a white doctor . 28 
From Negro to another Negro doctor 24 
-~· 
From white to another white doctor 8 
From vlh.i te to a Negro doctor 6 
. 









The high percentage of change by respondents from Negro 
to white doctors can be attributed to: (1} the increasing num-
ber of white doctors with many 9-iverse areas of specializa-
tion vis-a-vis a few areas of specialization alilong Negro phy-
sicians,. and (2) lack of adequate treatme.i.""l.t, medical and per-
sonal, received from Negro doctors. 
Reasons for making the change in doctors.--Sixty-six re-
spondents gave seventy-nine responses for changing doctors 
. 
with the high.est·percentages of change (15 percent) being re-
corded because of nearness or availability uf doctor (Table 
6). Some fifteen respon:dents (8 percent) changed doctors be-
cause of influence from another doctor. Recommendations from 
friends (8 percent) played an equally important role in rea~ 














(3 percent) played an insignificant role in the reason why 
one changed doctors. One hundred and ten interviewees (58 
percent) gave no reason for change in doctors. It is assumed 
that doctor loyalty is the major reason for not chang1ng doc-
tors. 
TABLE 6 
RE.ZIBONS FOR CHANGING DOCTORS 
Reasons Number Percent 
Nearness or availability cf doctor 30 - 15 
Recommended by friend 16 8 
Recommended by doctor 15 8 
Lower cost for medical service 4 2 
Reaomm.ended by relative 4 3 
Recommended by social agent l l 
Other reasons 9 5 
No reason for change 110 58 
Total 189 100 
Reasons for not making a change in doctors.--Fifty-th.ree 
percent of the responses indicated_ that the respondents were 
-~ satisfied with their present doctors (Table 7). In other 
words, they retained their present physician because of satis-















responses indicated a change of doctors. On the one hand, 
this could m.ean that the·respondents were dissatisfied with 
medical services rendered by doctors • On the other hand, the 
respondents could have been referred to another doctor due to 
the nature of the illness. 
-~· 
TABLE 7 
REASONS FOR NOT CHANGING DOCTORS 
Reasons Number Percent 
Satisfied with present doctor 107 53 . 
Lower cost for medical treatment 10 5 
Nearness or availability of doctor 5 2 
Other reasons l l 
Cha;nge of doctor 79 39 
Total 202 100 
The use of Negro doctors by users, non-users, and both.-
This part of the chapter (see Table 8) is concerned with an 
TABLE 8 
TYPES OF RESPONDENTS BY NUMBER AND PERQENT 
Type of Respondent Number Percent-
Users 75 43 
Non-users 68 38 
Both 33 ~ - 19 













analysis of the general infonnation regarding Negro doctors 
by •users,• •non-users,•·and "both• (users of Negro and white 
physicians) • 
Medical services expected by users, non-users, and 
both.--T.b.e medical services that one expects from his family -
doctor are affected directly by the choice of doctor.1 A 
good example of this occurs in the expectation among respond• 
ents for day and night visits during emergencies. Whereas, 
"users• of Negro physicians can expect day and night visits 
for emergencies; th.is is not always true of the people wo 
employ white physicians; very few white physicians will an-
swer day or night calls from Negroes. 
Of.the 216 .responses recorded by •users• for expected 
ser:vices, 54 percent consisted of home visits:fbr emergencies 
during the day or night (Table 9). Th.is categpry constitutes 
one-third (34 percent} of the 182 responses given. by •non-. 
users,• and 45 percent of the responses given by users of 
both. The highest percentage of non-users responses for a 
single service consisted of annual checkups (30 percent). The 
second highest figure (25 percent) for this.group p~rtained 
to immediate infomation regarding illness. Seventeen· percent 
·- l . . Fannie L. Blanton, "Some Factors Aff~cti~g tile Choice 
of Medical Service• (unpublished Master's thesis, Department 



















of the services expected by •users of bothu consisted of an-
nual checkups. 
TABLE·9 
MEDICAL SERVICES EXPECTED BY USERS, 
NON-USERS, AND BOTH 
Users Non-users 
Services Num- Per- Num.- Per-
ber cent her cent 
Emergency Home Visits--Night 60 28 29 16 
Emergency Home Visits--Day 55 26 32 18 
-
Annual Checkup 49 22 54 30 
Iram.ediate Information Regard-
ing Illness 40 19 47 26 
Advice on Non-m~dical Problems 9 4 11 6 
Free Medicine Provided 3 l 6 3 
Other 0 0 3 l 












Proof that tile medical services expected from the fam-
ily doctor are affected by the choice of doctor can be seen 
from these data. The percentages pertaining to home visits 
for emergencies during the day or night for "users" ·and 
"both," respectively, are indicative of the respondents' selec• 
.._ 
tion of doctors who will answer emergency calls. Among users 





attends 1ru:nor complaints and emergency calls during the day 
and, particularly, during the night. It is significant that 
•non-users• have low expectations for emergency visits. 
Reasons for choice of doctor.--More than one-sixth (18 
percent) of the responses given by the •users" for their 
•!· 
choice of doctor were related to some type of identity on 
their part with members of their own race (Table 10) • They 
considered having known their family doctor for a long period 
of time as the second most important reason for doctor choice 
(15 percent) and recommendations from friends or relatives 
(13 percent) constituted the third most frequent reason for 
choice of doctor. Nineteen(~ percent) of the •users• gave 
no second reason and fifty-seven. (26 percent) gave no third 
reason for their preference. 
Sixteen percent of the anon-users• selected their phy-
sicians because of specialization in area needed •. ~on-users• 
(14 percent) and •users" (13 percent) revealed that recommen-
dations from relatives or friends was the second most ·import-
. 
ant reason for choice of doctor. Some reasons for choice of 
doctor given less frequently were: has been:family doctor for 
a long time (8 percent), _and membership in burial plan· (11 per• 
cent). Twenty-seven "non-users• (13 percent) gave no second 
reason and forty-nine "non-users" {24 percent) gave no third 










REASONS FOR CHOICE OF DOCTOR BY USERS, 
NON-USERS, AND BOTH 
Users INon-users 
Reasons Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Prefer my own race .~• 39 18 0 0 
Has been family doctor for a 
long time 35 15 18 8 
Recommended by friends or 
relatives 30 13 28 14 
Possession of specialization . 
in area needed 18 9 33 16 
Recommended by another doctor 11 4 8 4 
Because of industrial or 
medical plans .. 2 1 6 3 
Recommended by social agent . 1 l 0 0 
Membership in burial plans 0 0 22 11 
Other reason 13 5 13 7 
No second reason 19 7 27 13 
No third reason 57 26 49 24 
















It is interesting to note that users of both Negro and 
white doctors recorded the highest percentage (20 percent) for 
- . 
any single reason in the choice of doctor. ~Their most import~ 
ant reason was possession of speci~ization in area needed. 
27 
•Non-users• and "'users• of both. gave the same reason, recom-
mendations from friends or relatives, as the second most im-
portant reason for doctor preference. Equal consideration 
was given to the following reasons: prefer my own race ·c7 per-
cent) and recommendation from another doctor (7 percent). 
Eleven (11 percent) had no·' second reason and twenty-three 
(23 percent) had no third reason for doctor preference. 
Race and family friendship were important reasons in 
the selection- of doctors by "users• and specialization and · 
recommendation were significant for •non-users• and •both.• 
Out of state medical treatment.--Reitzes found that, 
because of inadequate and segregated facilities, the upper 
Negro economic group went whenev~r possible to Chicago, New 
York, or Detroit for medical services. 
Table 11 shows that 94 percent of the •users,• 90 per-
cent of the •non-users," and 8 7 percent of "both" .elected to 
TABLE 11 
USERS, NON-USERS, AND BOTH 'WHO DID OR DID NOT 
LEAVE.STATE FOR 'MEDICAL SERVICF.S 
Reasons Users Non-users Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Did leave state for medical 
service 4 6 7 10 
Did not leave state for ~ -
medical service 71 94 61 90 












rem.a.in home for medical care. Since the number of persons 
leaving the state for medical services is small, no real im-
portance is attached to the percentage variation by user cat-
egory. 
Change of doctor.--Table 12 shows •users,• •non-users,• 
and -OOth• who changed doctors. Sixty-six (36 percent) per-
sons in all categories changed doctors within the last five 
years. Of the sixty-six persons who changed doctors, twenty-
three were •users•; twenty-six were •non-users•; and seventeen 
were •users of both.• Th.e most frequent changes for #users• 
were from a Negro doctor to another Negro doctor {22 percent). 
Equal percentages were recorded for changes from a Negro to a 
white doctor {4 percent) and from a white doctor to a Negro 
doctor (4 percer.t). Fifty-two •users• (70 percent) made no 
c~ge of doctors. This is the most stable ca~egory. For 
"non-users,• the most frequent changes were from a Negro ~c-
tor to a white doctor (25 percent) and from a white to another 
white doctor {9 percent). Forty-two (62 percent) of •non-
users"' made no ~ge of doctors. For •users of both"' the 
most frequent changes were from a Negro to a --n.itQ doctor (24 
percent) and from a Negro to another Negro doctor (18 percent). 
Sixteen (48 percent) of "both• made no change of doctors. 
This group has the least doctor loy~ty. Some explanation f9r 










(1) lack of specialization among Negro doctors, (2) resent-
ment of Negro doctors due·to past experiences, and (3) re-
ferred to white doctor because of nature of illness. 
TABLE 12 
CHANGE OF DOCTORS FOR USERS, NON-USERS, 
fl.ND BOTH 
Users Non-Users 
Reasons Num.- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent her cent 
From Negro to another Negro 
doctor 17 22 1 l· 
From. Negro to white doctor 3 4 17 25 
From white to Negro doctor 3 4 2 3 
From white to another white 
doctor 0 1 6 9 
lfo change 52 70 42 62 










Reason for making change in doctors.--Nearness or avail-
ability of doctor proved to be the most frequently checked ex.-
pl~tion (19 percent) for change of doctor among the "u.sersn 
(Table 13) ~ 
Sixty-three percen~ of the •users• had no reasons for 
change of doctor. In other words they retained their physi-









than did any other group. 
TABLE 13 
REF.SONS FOR CHANGE OF DOCTOR FOR USERS, 
NON-USERS, AND BOTH 
Users Non-users 
Reasons .•. NUlll- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Nearness or availability of 
doctor 15 19 10 13 
Lower cost for medical service 3 4 0 0 
Rec0Jmt1.ended by doctor 3 4 7 9· 
Recommended by friends I 3 4 10 13 
Recommended by relative t 2 3 1 1 
Recommended by social agent 0 0 1 1 
Other reasons 2 3 6 9 
No·reason 52 63 42 54 













For "non-users," recommendations from friends (13 per-
cent) and nearness or availability of doctor (13 percent) 
played equally significant roles for the re~pondents who 
changed doctors. The reason, recommendations from doctor (9 
percent)~ played a less significant role than did nearness or - . 
availability of doctor and recommen~ed by friend for change. 









of doctor (15 percent) and recommended by doctors (15 percent) 
equally important as principle reasons for making change of 
doctors. Recommendation by friends constituted 10 percent of 
"beth's"' reasons for change of doctor. It should be added 
that forty-two (54 percent) "non-users• and sixteen (50 per• 
cent) "users of both• did not change doctors. 
Reasons for not changing doctois.--The reason, •satis-
fied with present doctor,• was checked most frequently by each 
stratum of the sample (Table 14). Fifty-eight percent of 
•users,• fifty percent of •non-users,• and forty-s~ven percent· 
of •users of both• responses indicated satisfaction with 
TABLE· 14 
REASONS FOR NOT CHANGING DOCTORS BY USERS, 
NON-USERS, Am> BOTH 
Users Non-users 
Reasons Num- Per- Num- Per-
' cent ber cent .oer 
Satisfied with present doctor 51 58 40 50 
Lower cost for medical treat-
ment 6 6 3 4 
Nearness or availability of . 
doctor 2 3 2 2 
Other re~sons 1 2 0 0 
Reason for change 2a· 31 35 44 
~ . 















services rendered by present doctors. In other words, doctor 
loyalty accounts for the major reason for not changing doc-
tors. 
'While the reason, nearness or availability of doctor, 
served as the prime factor for change of doctors among nu.sers,• 
•non-users,• and •ooth,• it played a very insignificant role 
for not changing doctors. Several explanations can be offered: 
(1) many people changed doctors because of change in abode; 
· (2) 100,000 persons have migrated into Atlanta during the last 







NEGRO ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGRO DOCTORS 
As we have seen in tlie preceding chapter, the nature of 
the general information response for all interviewees--nusers,• 
•non-users,• and •users of both•--furnished valuable clues as 
to why interviewees changed and/or retained their doctor. 
This chapter analyzes Negroes' attitudes toward Negro doctors 
for all interviewees. 
Using a Likert type schedule, twenty-one statements were 
selected in tezms of five dimensions. The statements under 
the ~ive dimensions are as follows: 
The Practitioner 
Negro doctors are well qualified to pract~ce medicine. 
Negroes lack confidence in the Negro doctor. 
The prestige of the Negro doctor in his community is 
very high. 
Negro doctors engage in more illegal practices than 
do white doctors. 
Negro doctors spend less on office furnishings than 
do white doctors. 
Negro doctors charge smaller fees than·do wlµte doc-
·tors. 
The Specialist 
Negro doctors prefer white speciali~t to Negro spe-
cialists. 
Negroes have more confidence in white specialists 




. Negro doctors generally fail to refer patients to 
Negro specialists. 
Negro specialists are hampered by inferior facilities. 
Negro doctors do not specialize as much as white doc-
tors. 
Competency and Skill 
Negro doctors are as well trained as white doctors. 
The Negro doctor's COillpetency and skill have in-
creased in the last five years. 
Younger Negro doctors are.more competent than older 
Negro doctors. 
Doctor-Patient Relationship 
Negro doctors give better service than do white doc-
tors. 
Negro doctors express more understanding and sympa-
thy than do white doctors. 
Negro doctors show ~ore interest in patients than do 
white doctors. 
Hospital and Medical Facilities 
White doctors have better medical facilities than do 
Negro doctors. 
Negro doctors spend less on the purchase of medical 
equipment than do whl te doctors. · 
Younger Negro doctors have better facilities than do 
older Negro doctors. 
Younger Negro doctors have better access to hospital 
and medical facilities than do older Negro doctors. 
Throughout the remaining part of this study, iarge per-
c~ntages will mean favorable responses and small percentages 
denote U:Itfavorable responses. Informants:hadmore favorable 
attitudes toward the c9mpetency and skill of the Negro doctor 
than they had for any other dim.ens ion ( Table 15) • The mean 
percentage of favorable responses·for this dilil.ension was.· 
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67.1 Some reasons why competency and skill of Negro doctors 
was the most favorable dimension are as follows: (1) only 
one statement compared Negro and white doctors; and (2-} the 
remaining statements compare Negro doctors to other Negro doc-
tors. Th.is indicates that a favorable response will be re-
corded regardless of the.type response. 
TABLE 15 
ATTITUDES OF ALL RESPONDENTS TOWARD NEGRO 
DOCTORS BY PERCENTAGES 
Dimensions Mean Percentages 
Favorable Undecided Unfavorable 
The Practitioner 53 19 28 
The Specialist· 47 30 22 
Competency and Skill 67 15 18 
Doctor-Patient Relation-
ship 22 26 52 
Hospital and Medical 
Facilities 61 21 18 
On the other hand, the most unfavorable attitudes toward 
Negro doctors occurred on the dim.ension--doctor-pa±ient rela-
tionship. The mean score was 22. One explanation for 
¥ 
1The mean percentage score was computed in the foll9wing 
EX 
manner: X = N 
-I 
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doctor-p~tient relationship receiving the most unfavorable at-
. 
titude relates to the fact that Negro doctors receive less 
favorable responses when Negro and white doctors are compared. 
In this particular case1 all statements compared Negro and 
white doctors. 
The practitioner.1:-A.~ overwhelming percentage of re-
spondents (83 percent) expressed a favorable attitude when 
asked if Negro physicians are well qualified to practice med-
icine (Table 16). On the other hand, almost an equal number 
of respondents (80 percent) feit that Negroes lack confidence 
in the Negro doctor. 
Two explanations can be offered for the apparent contra-
. . 
diction. Firsti many people f~el that a Negro doctor deserves 
t6 practice medicine because of his training, but few Negroes 
trust Negroes in medicine because of past experiences. Sec-
ond, some Negroes are sympathetic toward Negroes in mediaine. 
They wish the Negro doctor well, but they are not interested 
in helping the Negro doctor obtain status, security,· and pro-
fessional growth. 
The Negro doctor has great prestige,; particularly among 
his ow-n race. Sixty-eight percent of the respondents felt 
this to be the case. Some reasons why respondents voiced. a 
1A practitioner is one who lta.s complied with the medical 
requirements and who engaged in the practice of medicine. 
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TABLE 16 
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE NEGRO PRACTITIOl\TER 
Favorable Undicided 
Statements N-u:m- Per- Nlllll.- Per-
ber· cent her cent 
Negro doctor 
.-. 
Are well qualified to 
practice medicine 145' 83 22 13 
Do not have the confidence 
of Negroes 140 80 14 7 
Have high prestige 119 68 37 21 
Engage in more illegal 
practices 11 6 65 37 
Charge smaller fees 56 32 29 16 
Spend less on office 










high approval for the statement that Negro doctors have pres-
tige are: (1) the role Negro doctors play in comm.unity life; 
(2) the position they held on the social scale; and (3) the 
prestige the medical professions have in the general society. 
Negro doctors do not engage in more illegal practices 
than do white doctors. Only six percent believe that Negro 









However, 50 percent of the responden,ts c~nsured Negro I. 










censured ~ for changing .high.er fees • 
. 
The specialist.--Negro specialists are not accepted by 
many Negro patients in the Atlanta community. As a result, 
Negro specialists find it difficult to operate as specialists 
only. 
... 
One hundred and seventeen respondents (67 percent) said 
Negro doctors do not specialize as l!luch as do white doctors. 
Of those who do specialize in particular areas, many ( 48 per-
cent) are hindered because of inferior facilities (Table 17}. 
TABLE 17 
ATTITUDES TOWARD THE. NEGRO SPECIALIST 
Favorable Undecidec Unfamrabl..e 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
' ·her cent her ceni her cent 
Negro doctors 
Prefer white specialists 58 32 78 45 40 ·23 
Do not specialize as much as 
white doctors 117 67 33 18 26 15 
Do not, as specialists, en-
joy as much 9onfidence 
.from Negroes as do white 
specialists 101 57 36 . 20 39 22 
Fail to refer patients 57 32 64 39 55 31 
Are hampered by inferior 
-- facilities 84 48 55 30 39 22 
Some possible explanations of why Negro doctors have 
39 
not speci~ized as much as white doctors are as follows: (1) 
because of segregated hospitals in the past, Negro specialists 
have found it almost impossible to operate as specialists 
only; (2) only a few Negroes have been financially able to se-
cure a special area.of concentration in medicine; (3) many 
people wishing to pursue iaedicine as a profession do not feel 
that the demands for the specialist is as great as it is for 
the practitioner; finally, (4) there is an alleged lack of 
confidence in Negro specialists. 
Fifty-seven percent of the respondents admitted th.at 
they have more confidence in w:hite specialists than they have 
in Negro specialists. Interviewees gave the following reasons . . 
for lacking confidence in the N.egro specialist: (1) Negro doc-
tots lack adequate equipment with which to diagnose cases 
properly; (2) the respondent's past dealing w±th. Negro doc-
tors has been unsatisfactory; (3) few Negro specialists have 
long years of service in an area of specialization. Ironi-
cally, 32 and 39 percent, respectively, were favorable and un-
. 
decided on the belief that Negro doctors fail to refer pa-
tients to.specialists of their own ethnic group. 
Competency and skill. 
1
--0ver 88 percent of the iespaidents 
1competency refers to one's knowledg~ of ·the field, 
whereas, skill refers to one's ability to put knowledge to· 













voiced a favorable response when asked about the increase of 
. 
competency and skill among Negro doctors ( Table 18) • Several 
reasons may account for the increase of competency and skill 
among Negro doctors. Today many Negroes are attending and 
graduating from better medical schools. Then, too, :many hos-
.•. 
pi tals and medical centers are desegregated, thus allowing 
the Negro doctor to use superior facilities. Finally, Negro 
doctors are being accepted into the leading medical societies; 
this enables them to keep abreast with the latest findings in 
the field of medicine. 
TABLE 18 · 
ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGRO COMPETENCY AND SKILL 
.Favorable Undecided Unfa.vomble 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent her. cent her cent 
Negro doctors 
Are well trained 82 47 30 17 64 36 
Have increased competency 
and skill 155 .88 18 10 3 2 
. 
I.f younger, are more com-
patent than older 114 64 34 I- 19 28 16 
A·very high percentage (83 percent) (Table 16) of the 
respondents felt that Negro doctors are weil qualified to . 


























less than one-half, felt that Negro doctors are as well train-
ed as are white doctors. Interviewees gave two reasons for 
their belief that Negro doctors are not as well trained as 
white doctors--Negro doctors have been subjected to long pe-
riods of educational discrimination, and that not only were 
they excluded from the best accredited medical schools, but 
also they were excluded from. hospitals and medical societies 
where learning takes place. 
Doctor-patient relationship.1-Although a large percent-
age (83) of the respondents expressed the belief that Negro 
physicians are well qualified to practice medicine, 54 percent 
of the interviewees said that.Negro doctors do not give as 
good service as .do white doctor~ (Table 19}. A partial ex-
planation for this statement is ·the feeling that •Negro doc-
tors are ghost doctors.• They are accused of trying to see 
too many patients per day, thus not allowing enough time to 
diagnose each case thoroughly; they are considered unreliable 
and inaccessible; and they leave town without infoming their 
patients, or assigning other· doctors to their cases. 
Over 51 percent of the respondents said that ~egro doc-
tors do not show as much interest in patients as do white 
1Doctor-patient relationship concerns. itself with the· 
relationship of doctor and patient in terms of work habits 







doctors. Moreover, one-half (SO percent) of the respondents 
. 
believe that Negro doctors do not express as much understand-
ing and sympathy as do white doctors. The area of doctor-
patients relationship is the dil!l.ension of least favorableness 
toward the Negro doctor. 
TABLE 19 
ATTITUDES TOWARD DOCTOR-PATIENT REIATIONSHIP 
Favorable Undecided thfa.vOiahle 
Statements NUlll- Per-: Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent her cent 
Negro doctors 
Give better service 32 18 49 28 95 54 
Show :more interest 36 20 50 28 90 51 
Express more understanding · 47 27 41 23 88 50 
1 Hospital and medical facilities.--Seventy-t\lree percent 
( of the respondents expressed the belief that white doctors 
! have better facilities (Table 20). Some respondents gave the 
I 
following reasons for their belief that white doctors have 
better facilities: (1) white physicians have al\.lays !Ldd ac-
cess to all the local hospital facilities; (2) Negro doctors 
spe~d less money on the purchase of medical equipment (Fifty-
~ . 
two percent of the respondents felt-this to be the case); ~d 



























equipment for a rather unstable lower class clientele. 
TABLE 20 
ATTITUDES TOWARD HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL FACILITIES 
Favorable Undecided 1hfa:vorabla 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
.~• her cent her cent her cent 
Negro doctors 
Have poorer facilities than 
white doctors 131 73 33 13 25 14 
Spend less on medical equip-
ment 70 52 43 24 43 24 
If younger, have better 
office facilities than 
if older 125 71 36 20 15 9 
If younger, have better ac-
cess to hospital facili-
ties than if.older 61 47 50 28 45 25 
In measuring the attitudes toward young and old Negro 
doctors, 71 percent of the respondents said younger Negro doc• 
tors have better office facilities than do older Negro doc-
tors. Finally, 47 percent of_ the responde.1.ts believed that 
younger Negro doctors have better access to hospital and med-
ical facilities than do older Negro doctors. The feeling is 
that younger Negro doctors are better trained to work effec-
-ti vely with the facilities than are older Negro doctors. Also, 






use of hospital facilities is consistent with the.Negro pro-
. 
test movement for equality in all areas of American life. 
Users Attitudes Toward Negro Doctors 
This portion of the chapter consists of an analysis of 
•user• attitudes toward Ne.gro doctors. The dimensions--the 
practitioner, the specialist competency and skill, doctor-
patient relationship, and hospital and medical facilities--
provide the ~ram.ework for the analysis. 
'When the dimensions were analyzed for the total sample, 
Negroes were more favorable toward statements relating to 
compete.'1.cy and skill than they ·were toward statements of any 
other dimension. The nusers,• very'm.uch like the total sam-
ple, expressed favorable attitud~s toward Competency and 
Skill (Table 21). The mean score of favorable responses ac-
cording to the •usersn was 69, two percent higher than the 
mean score for the total sample (67 percent) (Table 16). In 
other "W'Ords, the mean score differences for the "usersn and 
the total sample are insignificant. While the scores from the 
nusers,r and the total sample appro.ximate each o:tiier, there are j 
some noticeable variations. For example, the total sample was 
more favorable toward the dimension, the practitioner (53 per• 
cent) (Table 15) than were the 'users,r (38 percent). On the 
other hand, the mean score {40 percent) on the dimension 
. I 
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doctor-patient relationship was more favorable as recorded by 
the •users• than by the total sample (22 percent} (Table 15). 
Th.is could be expected because the responses coming from •non-
users• and "users of both,• the groups that rejected the di-
mension most, were not considered in this section. 
Tli.BLE 21 
USERS' AT.rITUDES TOWA...W NEGRO DOCTORS 
BY DIMENSIONS 
Mean Percentages 
Dimensions Favorable Undecided ,Unfavorable 
The Practitioner 38 18 27 
The Specialist 45 28 25 
Competency and Skill 69 19 15 
Doctor-Patient Relation-
ship 40 29 35 
Hospital and Medical 
Facilities 60 21 20 
The practitioner.--Am.ong the seventy-five interviewees 
who expressed a preference for the service of Negro doctors, 
90 percent supported the statement that Negr.o doctor~ are well 
qualified to practice medicine (Table 22). On the other hand, 
80 12ercent of the #users• admitted :that Negroes lack confi-
dence in the Negro doctor. Several · explanations can be gi v~n 
for this element of inconsistent behavior: (1) many Negroes 
46 
patronize Negro doctors because they have less confidence in 
. 
white doctorsi (2} many Negroes lack confidence in not only 
the Negro doctor, but in anything Negro; they lack confidence 
in the Negro church, school, college, business, and organiza-
tion; (3) many Negroes do not confide in the Negro doctor be-
cause of some unfair treatment, unfulfilled promises, inaccu-
rate diagnoses, inconsistent charges for medical service. 
TABLE 22 
USERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD THE NEGRO 
DOCTOR-PRACTITIONER 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num.- Per- NUlll• Per-
ber. cent ber cent 
Negro doctors 
Are well qualified to prac-
tice medicine 67 90 5 ,.. 0 
Do not have the confidence 
of Negroes 60 80 4 5 
Have high prestige 53 71 14 18 . 
Engage in more illegal prao-
tices 5 ·7 23 31 . 
Charge smaller fees 26 35 16 21 
. 
Spend less on office 










While the #users" felt that Negroes lack confidence in 













belief (71 percent) that Negro doctors have high prestige in 
their co::mm.unity. Only seven percent of the •users" expressed 
opposing views on the statement of professional ethics among 
Negro doctors. 
The "users" did not choose their physician on th.e basis 
of smaller fees, as one would so often expect. Instead, the 
"users," like the total sample, censured the Negro doctor for 
charging larger fees. In other words, forty-two percent of 
the •users• rejected the statement that Negro doctors charge 
smaller fees than do white doctors. Then, toe, "usersu were 
of the opinion that Negro doctors spend a great proportion of 
their income on the up-keep of the office. ntlrty-two percent 
of the •users• disagreed with the statement that Negro doc-
tors spend less on office furnishings and decorations than do 
white doctors. 
The specialist.--A minority of "users• did r,tot accept 
the attitude that Negro doctors fail to refer patients to 
Negro specialists. Thirty percent felt this to be untrue 
(Table 23). arusers• contend.that there are two reasons why a 
Negro doctor fails to refer patients to a Negro·spec~alist: 
(1) insufficient services offered by the Negro specialist in 
neeg.ed area; and (2) inability of t,he Negro specialist to 
handle a particular kind of symptom~. 







USERS I ATTITUDES TOWARD THE NEGRO 
DOCTOR SPECIALIST 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- mm- Per-
ber cent ber cent. 
Negro doctors •!· 
Prefer white specialist 24 32 32 43 
Do not specialize as m.uch 
as white doctors 48 64 12 16 
Do not, as specialists, enjoy 
as much confidence from 
Negroes as do white special- . 
ists 41 55 12 16 
Fail to refer patients 22 30 25 33 
Are hampered by inferior 









unfavorable. The most unfavorable statement for the Negro 
specialist was the "users• (64 percent} approval of the state-
ment that Negro doctors do not specialize as much as do white 
doctors (Table 23). In addition, •users• admitted that they 
have more confidence in white specialists than they have in 
Negro specialists. Moreover, wusers• e:xpressed.the view that 
Negro doctors charge larger fees, but spend more on off.ice 
furnishings and decorations (Table 22). -Usersw contend that, 
because of the latter opinion, Negro speciallsts·are·hampere~ 
by inferior facilities. All is not lost for the Negro 
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specialist; 43 percent of the •users• said that they were un-
decided on preference for.white specialists. 
Competency and skill.--Although Negro doctors received 
some favorable responses on all dimensions, competency and 
skill is the only one with all statements drawing favorable 
responses (Table 24). Eighty-seven percent of the •users• en-
dorsed the statement that competency and skill have increased 
among Negro doctors. Several reasons for this support are as 
follows: (1) federal and state programs are subsidizing medi-
cal students so that they can attend more and better medical 
schools; (2) many white medical schools have opened their 
doors to promising students; (3) Negro medical schools are 
better; and (4) the recent break~own of segregated hospitals 
and -clinics has provided superior· facilities. Proper facilities 
TABLE 24 
USERS' Ai1TITUDES TOWARD NEGRO DOCTO~' 
COMPETENCY AND SKILL 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per-
. her cent her cent 
. 
Negro doctors 
Are well trained 45 60 13 20 
Ha_ye increased competency 
and skill 65 87 10 13 
If younger, are more com-


























go hand in hand with good medical practice. These. and other 
. 
factors have enabled •users• to say that Negro doctors are as 
well trained as white doctors. The responses for the state-
ment were 60 percent favorable. Fifty-nine percent of the 
•users• supported the contention that younger Negro doctors 
are more competent than older Negro doctors. One explanation 
relates to the fact that younger doctors have benefited from 
changes in the existing social order. 
Doctor-patient relationship.--In conjunction with the 
assertion that •Negro doctors express more understanding and 
sympathy than do white doctors• (48 percent), •users• sup-
ported the statement that Negro doctors show more interest in 
patients than white doctors ( 38 percent), but they did not 
believe that Negro doctors give better service {Table 25). 
TABLE 25 
USERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD DOCTOR-PATIENT- RELATIONSHIP 
Favorable Undecided Unfa.-vozabl e 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
. ber cent ber cent her cent 
Negro doctors . 
Give better service 24 - 32 21 28 30- 40 
Show more interest 29 38 24 32 22 30 
-
Express more understanding 36 48 19 25 20 27 
Some reasons for their disbelief are: (1) lacl:: of access by 
I 














Negroes in medicine to hospital and medical facilities; (2) 
. 
lack of specialization by Negro doctors; and (3) lack of af-
filiation with th.e local medical society, which means that 
often valuable information and discoveries are slow in.reach-
ing doctors. 
Hospital and medical·'· facilities. --A feasible answer to 
the question of why •users• do not feel that Negro doctors 
give better service can be seen in the response they recorded 
when asked if Negro doctors spend less on medical equipment. 
Forty percent of the •users• felt this to be the case and 62 
percent of that total was inclined to think that white doctors 
have better facilities than do Negro doctors (Table 26). 
Forty-seven percent of the •users• expressed the opinion 
that younger Negro doctors have ~etter access to hospital fa-
cilities. In addition, •users• supported the statement that 
young Negro doctors have better office facilities than do 
older Negro doctors. Nearly three-fourths (72 percent) of the 
•users" supported the attitude that younger Negro doctors have 
better office facilities. 
Non-users' Attitudes Tow-ard liegro Doctors . 
In measuring the attitudes of •non-users" toward Negro 
doc~rs, one can expect to find att~tudes favored by •users• 
rejected by the 'non-users.• However, •non-users• were simi- · 







USERS I ATTITUDES TOWARD HOSPITAL AND 
MEDICAL FACILITIES 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber .cent her cent 
Negro doctors -~· 
Have poorer facilities than . 
white 54 62 10 13 
Spend less on medical equip-
ment 30 40 21 28 
If younger, have better 
office facilities than if 
older 54 72 15 20 
If younger, have better ac-
cess to hospital facili-








most·favored dimension (Table 27)~ The dimension, competency 
and skill, received more favorable replies than did any of the 
other dimensions. 
The mean favorableness score for •non-users• was 63 per• 
· cent. It should be added that the difference between the mean 
. 
scores of 67 percent of •usersw and 63 percent for •non-users# 
is not significant. One may account for the diff erenoe by 
noting that the •users• favored all statements relating to com-
petency and skill, and the "non-users• supported two of the 
three statements (Table 30). 























the Negro doctor occurred on the dimension, doctor~patient re-
lationship ( 8 percent) • 
TABLE 2·7 
NON-USERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD .NEGRO 
DOCTORS BY DIMENSION 
Dimensions Mean Percentages 
Favorable Undecided· Unfavorable 
The Practitioner 35 22 26 
The Specialist 36 26 16 
Competency and Skill 63 16 20 
Hospital and Medical 
Facilities 62 22 14 
Doctor-Patient Relation-
ship 8 18 77 
The practitioner.--nNon-users• attitudes tpward th.e 
Negro doctor as a practitioner were more favorable :f:han un-
favorable. Seventy-nine percent of the nnon-users," one per-
.cent less than the number of "users," supported the statement 
that Negroes lack qonfidence in the Negro doctor (Table 28). 
•Non-users• gave two reasons for lacking confidence i~ the 
Negro doctor: (1) One interviewee stated, ,,I think it has been 
from past experiences, for example,~ was misused;"l and 
1Interview with ""non-user,, July; 1964. 
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(2) respondents felt that white physicians are better pre-
pared to practice medicine than are Negro doctors. 
TABLE 2·8 
NON-USERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD THE 
lIBGRO PRACTITIONER 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per-
her cent her cent 
Negro doctors 
Are well qualified to prac-
tice medicine 52 77 12 18 
-
Do not have the confidence 
of Negroes 54 79 8 12 
Have high prestige 45 66 14 21 
Engage in more ~llegal prac-
tices ·4 6 30 44 
Charge smaller fees 39 57 19 28 
Spend less on office 










In answering the a·ssertion that Negro doctors are well 
qualified to practice medicine, seventy-seven percent of the 
interv.iewees preferring the services of white doctors support-
ed the statement. "Non-usersw also supported the statement 
that Negro_ doctors have high prestige. Many "non-users" in-
directly attributed the Negro doctor;s high prest~ge to his 





As a point of comparison, •users11 frequently.censured 
. 
the Negro doctor for charging high fees, but "non-users"' did 
not believe that Negro doctors charge higher fees t.'li.an white 
doctors{57 percent). Furthermore, indications show that the 
"u.sers11 and 11non-users" were of the opinion that Negro doc-
tors spend more on office furnishings and less on the purchase 
of medical equipment. 
The specialist.--All statements concerning the Negro 
specialist received uncertain or unfavorable responses from 
the "non-users." The most unfavorable attitudinal responses 
toward the Negro specialist related to the statement that 
Negro doctors do not specialize.as much as do white doctors. 
Eighty~three percent of the wnon-~ers• expressed this opin-
ion fTable 29) • In the past, few ·Negro doctors have ~ 
because of limited opportunities. For a long time, most pub-
lic health services in the South were poorer, in relation to· 
the needs, for Negroes than for whites. Even when there were 
facilities for Negro patients, there were not always practice 
opportunities forihe Negro specialist. 
An element of consistency appears throughout the •non-
users" responses, as sixty-seven percent of them admitted that 
Negro~s lack confidence in the Negro .specialist. They were of 
the opinion that Negro doctors preferred white to Negro spe-











NON-USE.RS' ATTITUDES TOWARD THE 
NEGRO SPECIALIST 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- NUlII.- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Negro doctors .:• 
Prefer white specialists 28 ·41 14 21 
Do not specialize as much 
as white doctors 56 83 5 7 
Do not, as specialists, en-
joy as much confidence f.1:a:n. 
Negroes as do white spe-
cialists 43 67 15 22 
Fail to refer patients · 27 39 28 42 
Are hampered by inferior 









to whether Negro doctors generally fail to refer.patients to 
the Negro specialist. Here,it appears that the #non-usersw 
unknowingly contradicted their earlier statement that Negro 
.doctors prefer white specialists to Negro specialists. ·Of 
course, when specicl:lists engage in general practice, general 
practitioners may be reluctant to refer patie~ts to them. for 
fear of not getting them back. 
In response to the statement that Negro specialists are 
hampered by inferior facilities, 50 pe_rcent supported the 













patronize white doctors, do so because they strongly believe 
. 
that Negro doctors lack proper facilities. Proper service 
necessitates good medical facilities. 
Competency and skill.--While ei~hty-seven percent of the 
"users• supported the statement that the Negro doctor's com-
petency and skill have incr·eased, eighty-nine percent of the 
•non-users" expressed the same belief. •Non-users• also sup-
ported the contention that the younger Negro doctor is more 
competent than the older one (Table 30). One nnon-user• had 
this to say: 
I changed to a white doctor because I didn't th.ink the 
?regro doctors were adequately.trained ten years ago. To-
day, I know that some Negro doctors are as well trained 
as white doctors ••• You see, ·over.the last seven or eight 
years the Negro doctor has been getting better. My con-
ception of Negro doctors has 04anged. I have utmost re-
spect for some Negro doctors now. I wouldn't mind seeing 
a young Negro doctor, since my present doctor is growing. 
old.l · · 
While the above quotation represents the thinking of 
several •non-users," most of the non-users would disagree. 
·To the controversal statement that Negro doctors are as.well 
trained as white doctors, 46 percent of th.e #users" said yes 
but the same percentage (46 percent) of the nnon-users~ said 
"no" expressing an unfavorable sentiment. The fact that.the 
Negro __ doctor has had so few opportunities for hospital tra:ining 






and specialized work is the reason why there is some justifi-
cation for the belief that· the Negro is not as well trained 
as is the white doctor as a physician or surgeon. 
TABLE 30 
NON-USERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGRO 
COMPETENCY AND SKILL 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- NUlII.- Per-
ber Cent ber cent 
Negro doctors 
Are well trained 23 33 14 21 
Have increased competency 
and skill 60 89 6 9 
If younger, are_more com-







Doctor-patient relationship.--'Users" were•unlike the 
*non-users"' as they supported. two or three statements pertain-
ing to the dimension, doctor-patient relationship. "'Non-
·users• gave antagonistic responses to all statements. Whereas, 
-
•users• supported the statement that Negro doctors show more 
interest in patients, •non-users" (78 percent) did not agree 
(Table 31). In addition, "users• supported the statement that-
Negro-doctors express more understanding and sympathy, but 
seventy-six percent of the •non-users• do not believe Negro 















following explanations account for the •non-users• disbelief: 
(1) lack of professional courtesy expressed by Negro doctors; 
(2) possession of inferior facilities; (3) lack of specializa-
tion among Negro doctors; and (4) inadequate training among 
several practicing Negro physicians. 
TABLE 31 
NON-USERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD DOCTOR-
PATIENT REIATIONSHIP 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per-
her cent ber cent 
Negro doctors 
Give better service 5 8 17 25 
Show more interest .4 6 11 16 







Hospital and medical facilities.--In a consistent at-
tack on the Negro doctor, •non-users• (79 percent) expressed 
·the belief that white doctors have better medical facilities 
than do Negro doctors (Table 32). "'Non-users" (61 percent) 
felt this to be the case only because Negro doctors ~nd less 
on the purchase of medical equipment·than do white doctors. 
The Negro doctor, in the main, ~ust depend on Negro pat-
ronage. The overwhelming majority of .these patients are poor~· 

















has a tremendous influence on the likelihood of his purchas-
ing medical equipment. 
TABLE 32 
NON-USERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD· HOSPITAL 
AND MEDICAL FACILITIES 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- Num.- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Negro doctors 
Have poorer facilities than 
white 53 79 7 10 
Spend less on medical equip-
ment 41 61 16 24 . 
If younger, have better 
office facilities than 
older 46 68 15 22 
If younger, have better ac-
cess to hospital facili-








j Sixty-eight percent of the nnon-users" were of the opin-
! -ion that young Negro doctors had better medical facilities 
! 
than did older Ne~o doctors. ·Furthermore, forty-eight per-
cent of the •non-u.sersn expressed the belief tha.~ young Negro 
doctors have better access to hospital and medical facilities 
than do older Negro doctors. 
y • 
It should be added that there. i~ agreement among "users'! 













but when the Negro and the white doctor are compar~ or when 
the respondents has to choose one or the other disagreement 
occurs. 
Attitudes of Users of·Both 
Th.is section consists of an analysis of •users of both• 
-~· 
attitudes toward Negro doctors in ten:o,.s of the five dimensions. 
In computing the most favorable and unfavorable dimensions for 
the Negro doctor, we find an element of inconsistency. "Users 
of both," unlike the total sample, the "users," and the #non-
users,• chose the dimension hospital and medical facilities 
as the most favorable of all (Table 33). 
TABLE 33 
USERS OF BOTH ATTITUDES. TOWARD NEGRO 
DOCTORS BY DIMENSIONS 
Dimensions Mean Percentages 
Favorable Undecided Unfavorable 
The Practitioner 51 20 28 
The Specialist 40 31 32 
. 
Competency and Skill 67 12 20 
~ 
Doctor-Patient Relation-
ship 10 38 52 
Hospital and Medical 
Facilities 69 20 10 
~ . 
62 
The mean score for the most favorable dimension, Hos-
. 
pital and Medical Facilities, was 69 percent. The most un-
favorable mean score (10 percent) was for the Doctor-Patient 
· Relationship. These data indicate a great proportion of nega-
tive responses toward the Negro doctor. Unfavorable mean 
scores for "non-users• (8 percent) and "users of both" (10 
percent) showed no real significant differences. 
Each dimension and its related statements will be ana-
lyzed for ,.users of both" in tenn.s of favorable, undecided, 
and unfavorable responses. 
The practitioner.---Users of both• were more antagonis-
tic toward Negro doctors than were the "users,• but slightly 
less antagonistic.than were the "~on-users• on th.is dimension. 
In response to the assertion that ·Negro doctors are well qual-
ified to practice medicine, 90 percent (Table22)· of "user~,. 
77 percent of "non-users" (Table 2ai and 79 percent.of "users 
of both• supported the statement (:I:able 34). There is little 
·difference between "non-users,. and "users of both." Though 
th.e "users of both"'. strongly asserted that Negro doctors are 
well qualified to practice medicine, they indicated, along 
with the "non-users," that they lack confidence (79 percent) 
in th~ Negro doctor (Table 34). These percentages are not 
surprising, because it is generally believed that "users of 
both" use white doctors for serious illnesses and Negro 
63 
doctors for non-serious matters. Now and then a Negro doctor 
. 
may be called upon for serious matters, but usually only when 
the white doctor is not available. 
TABLE 34 
USERS OF BOTH ATTITUDES TOWAP..D THE 
NEGRO PRACTITIONER 
· Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num.- Per- Num.- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Negro doctors 
. 
A:re well qualified to prac-
tice medicine 26 79 5 15 
Do not have the confidence 
of Negroes 26 79 2 6 
Have high prestige 21 64 9 27 
Engage in more illegal 
practices 2 6 12 37 
Charge smaller fees 17 51 5 16 
Spend less on office 
furnishings 10 30 7 21 









_Al though "users of both" did not have confidence in the 
?Iegro doctor., they did believe that Negro doctors are ·prestig-
ious in their community and they maintain a high level of 
ethics in their medical practice. Sirly-four,per~ent of the 






Responding to the statement that Negro doctors charge 
smaller fees than white doctors, •users of both" agree with 
the "non-users• and supported the assertion. Both •non-users• 
and "users of both" contended that Negro doctors do not.charge 
as much for medical service as do 'White doctors because they 
do not give the kind of service that white doctors give. Both 
groups feel that white doctors give better service than do 
l{egro doctors. For that matter, the "'users" would agree that 
white doctors give better service, though the •users" denied 
the statement that Negro doctors charge smaller fees than 
white doctors. "Users of both" agreed with the "Non-users" 
in supporting the statement that Negro doctors spend m.ore on 
office furnishin~ than do white doctors. 
, The specialist.--The Negro specialist received less 
harsh responses from the •users of both" than from •non-users." 
Among the •users of both," all statements toward th~ Negro 
specialist were not unfavorable, as in the case of the "non-
-users.• Of five statements listed under the specialist; three 
were unfavorable and two were filvided--one favorable and the 
other undecided. 
To the question, •no Negro doctors specialize as much as 
white doctors?" eighty•three percent _(Table 29) of the "non-
~ -
users• said Negro doctors do not. On .the sam.e question 70 p~-
cent of the "users of both• gave an unfavorable answer (Table 35). 
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TABLE 35 
USERS OF 00TH AT.rlTODE TOWARD THE 
NEGRO SPECIALIST 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Negro doctors ., 
Prefer white specialists 6 ·1s 18 54 
Do not specialize as much 23 70 6 18 
Do not, as specialists have 
the confidence of Negroes 15 46 9 27 
Fail to refer patients 8 24 11 33 
Are hampered by inferior 









. In several instances, ,.users of both• showed consist-
ently fewer antagonistic responses than either tlle "users• or 
the •non-users.• For example, only 46 percent of the ,,.users. 
of both,n 55 percent of •users,• and 67 percent of •non-
·Users" agreed that Negroes have more confidence in white spe-
cialists. Also, "~on-usersn (60 percent) showed the only dif-
ference on the statement that Negro specialists a-re ha:m,pered 
by inferior facilities. "Users of both" (45 percent) and 
"users" (46 percent supported the st~tement that Negro doctors 
y -
as specialists are hampered by inferior facilities. Moreover,. 
"users of both" (42 percent), nnon-users" (42 percent), and 
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•users• (37 percent) rejected th.e attitude that Negroes fail 
. 
to refer patients to Negro specialists. 
Each stratum. of the sample was undecided with regard to 
the statement that Negro doctors prefer white specialists to 
Negro specialists. "Users of both" were most uncertain (54 
percent), followed by the uusers• (43 percent); the •non-
users• (21 percent) were the least uncertain of all. It is 
conceivable that "users of both• were uncertain because they 
are attempting to play du.el roles, being a friend of the Negro 
doctor and, at th.e same time, detaching themselves from him. 
Competency and skill.--Each group in the study reacted 
favorably toward the statement that the Negro doctor's com-
petency and skill-have increased •. As a matter of fact, their 
response approximated each other--·ninety percent of the "users 
of both." (Table 36); eighty-nine percent of the ~non-users," 
and eighty-seven percent of the nusers" called it a.true state-
ment. 
All strata supported the attitude that the younger Negro 
doctor is more competent th.an the older Negro doctor. In a 
large sense, younger Negro doctors are responsible fo~ improv-
ing the image of Negro doctors, because they have benefited 
most _from the. recent rem.oval of racial .barriers to both the 
great universities and to the hospitals. It has been due to 
these recent steps toward equality in all phases of American 
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TABLE 36 
USERS OF BOTH ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGRO 
COMPETENCY AND SKILL 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num.- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent her cent 
Negro doctors 
,•, 
Are well trained 14 42 6 18 
Have increased competency 
and skill 30 90 2 6 
If younger, are m.ore com-
petent than older 23 70 4 12 







life that many "users of both" ~42 percent) have been able to 
conclude that Negro doctors are as well trained as white doc-
tors; -Users" supported the statement ( 46 percent) and "non-
users" rejected it by 46 percent. 
Doctor-patient relationship.--The word, animosity, could 
characterize the attitudes of "users of both" toward the di-
·mension, doctor-Patient relationship. Most opposition center-
ed on the statement that Negro doctors give better service 
than do white doctors. Fifty-eight percent of the "~rs of 
both" rejected the statement (Table 37). Opposition can.also 
be seen in their rejection of the statement that Negro doctors 
express more 1L"'l.derstanding and sympathy (51 percent); further•· 





recorded toward the saying that Negro doctors show more in-
terest in patients than do 'White doctors (45 percent). 
TABLE 31 
USERS OF BOni ATTITUDES TOWARD DOCTOR-
PATIENT P.ELA.TIONSHIP 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- P'er- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Negro doctors 
Give better service 3 9 11 33 
Show more interest 3 9 15 45 







It may be recalled that among the "users" two of the 
three statements pertaining to doctor-patient relationship 
received favorable responses (Table 25); "non-users" were very 
bitter toward all the statements (Table Sl); the "users of 
both" rejected all statements, though they were more :moderate 
in their attack than were 11non-users." 
Hospital and medical facilities.--More Hnon-users" (79 
percent) than •users of both0 (73 percent) responded favorably 
to the statement that white doctors have better facilities 
than have Negro doctors (Table 38). This is aonsistent with. 
the position of all interviewees (52 percent) and of "users 












ATTITUDES OF "USERS OF BOTH• TOWARD HOSPITAL 
AND MEDICAL FACILITIES 
Favorable Undecided 
Statements Num- Per- Num.- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
.:• 
Negro doctors 
Have poorer facilities than 
white 24 73 5 15 
Spend less on medical equip-
ment 19 58 6 18 
If younger, have better . 
office facilities than 
older 25 74 6 19 
If younger, have better ac-- ·. 
cess to hospital facili-








"While •users of both• did not agree with· the statement 
that Negro doctors have better facilities than have 'White doc-
tors, they did believe (73 percent) that younger Negro doctors 
have better access to hospital and :m~cal facilities.than do 
older Negro doctors. Also "users of both" expressed the be-
lief that younger Negro doctors possess better offioe furnish-
ings th~ do older Negro_doctors (74 percent). 









doctors in.the Atlanta Community vary only slightly among the 
Negro •users," "non-users,• and •users of both." There is a 
high degree of unifom.ity in responses pertaining to the Negro 
doctor's competency and skill, and a_lack of uniformity in in• 
stances where Negro and white doctors are compared--doctor-
Patient relationship. 
To be more specific, •users• favored statements pertain-
ing to the Negro doctori •non-users• were hostile toward state-
ments that favored the Negro doctor. "Users of both" were 
less antogonistic toward statements that favored Negro doctors 


















EDUCATION A?ID ATTITUDES TOWAPJ) 
NEGRQ DOCTORS 
According to educational status, one hundred and nine 
(62 percent) respondents had some college training, fifty (29 
percent) had_ some high. school training, and seventeen (9 per-
cent) had some grarnrna.r school education.1 The high percent-
age (62 percent) of respondents with some college tr.aining 
can be attributed to the existence of the Atlanta University 
Center which consists of five private colleges and one gradu-
ate'school. 
Patterns of Medical Practices and Education 
Slightly more than one-half (53 percent) of all respond• 
ents with low educational attaimnent preferred Negro doctors 
(Table 39) • There are several reasons why low educational re-
spondents prefer doctors of their own ethnic group: (1) they 
feel more secure around doctors of their own kind; (2} it is 
believed-that the Negro doctor expresses more sympathy and 
understanding toward low educational level ~espondents than 









do white doctors. On the other hand, respondents with some 
high school training expressed a greater preference for white 
doctors. Exactly one-half of the respondents with high school 
training preferred white doctors, thirty-six percent preferred 
Negro doctors, and 14 percent preferred the services of both 
Negro and white doctors. 
TABLE 39 
DOCTOR PREFERENCE BY EDUCATIO!UlL LEVEL 
Doctor 1-8 Years 9-12 Years College 
Preference Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Negro 9 53 18 36 48 44 
\','hi te 6 35 25- 50 37 34 
Both 2 12 . 7 14 24 22 
Total 17 100 50 100 109 100 
Of the seventy-five respondents preferring Negro doc~ 
tors, 44 percent had educational status equivalent to some 
college training, while only 34 percent, of sixty-eight re-
spondents preferring white doctors had educational status 
equivalent.to the college group {Table 39). · These figures 
show that educational status is not a clear detenrlnant of 
choice of doctor. 
Reasons for choice of doctor.-~When respondents of the 
low educational group were asked their reasons for choice of 
. --- ·--- ---·----- - --·-·-•---------~~--- -~--------------~---------- ---·· 
TABLE 40 
'REASONS FOR CHOICE OF DOCTOR BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
Reasons 
Recommendation by friend or relative 
Status of doctor as family doctor for a long time 
Preference for own race 
Access by white doctors to hospital faoilitiea .. 
Recommendation by another doctor 
Requirements of medical or industrial insurarioe plan 
Recommendation by social agent 
Member~hip in burial plan 
Other r.ea5on . 
No second choice 
No third choice 
Total 
~--·-----·-----------------·-------·------·-------------
1-8 Years 9-12 Years 
Num- Per- Nwn- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
10 19 21 14 
8 15 14 10 
6 12 12 8 
3 5 5 3 
1 2 4 2 
1 2 7 4 
1 2 0 0 
0 0 l 1 
1 2 9 6 
7 14 23 16 
11 22 41 28 
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doctor, "recommendation by friend or relative• {19 percent) 
was the leading reason (Table 40); the next most popular rea-
son was •status of doctor as family doctor for a long time• 
(15 percent); and the third most popular reason (12 percent) 
was •race identity." It should be added that seven respond-
ents (14 percent) had no second reason, and 11 respondents 
(22 percent) had no third reason for choice of doctor. 
*Recommendation by friend or relative• was the major 
reason (14 percent) for choice of doctor among the middle edu-
cational group. High school respondents, like respondents 
with 1-8 years of schooling, gave "status of doctor as family 
doctor fer a long time" as sec9nd important reason for their 
choice of doctor.• Twenty-three respondents (16 percent) had 
no second reason, and forty-one (28 percent) had no third rea-
son for choice of doctor. 
Unlike the low and middle educational groups_, the re-: 
spondents with some college training ( 18 percent} gave the 
reason "possession by doctor of specialization in area· needed• 
as their chief cause for choice of doctor. The reason "status 
of doctor as family doctor for a long time" ·:wa.s·seco~d import• 
ant reason for choice of doctor. Some twenty-nine respondents 
(9 P-ercent) had no second reason an~ sixty-eight respondents 
(20 percent) had no third reason for choice ~of doctor. 
Medical services expected from doctor.--Five hundred and 
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thirteen responses were given for medical services expected 
from doctors. Slightly m.ore than three responses were re-
corded by each respondent. 
Among low educational level respondents, medical serv-
ices such as emergency day home visits and annual check-ups· 
,'.· 
comprised the highest percentages, 31 and 29 percent, respec-
tively (Table 41) • Respondents with high school training 
T.Z.IBLE 41 
MEDICAL SERVICES EXPECTED BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
1-8 Years 9-12 Years College 
Services Num- Per- Num.- Per- Num.- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Emergency Home Visits--Day 13 31 25 18 73 22 
Annual Check-ups 11 29 34 24 89 26 
Emergency Home Visits--Night 8 19 32 23 72 22 
Immediate Ir..fonnation Pertain-
ing to Illness 5 11 35 25' 64 2·0 
Free Medicine 3 8 2 1 8 2 
Advice on Non-medical problEmU l 2. 10 7 18 5 
. 
Others 0 0 2 l 7 2 
. 
Total 42 100 140 100 331 100 
expected. the following medical services in order of decreas-
ing importance: iIDm.ediate information pertaining to illness,· 
25 percent; annual ch.eek-ups, 24 percent; and emergency night 
76 
and day hci;e visits, 23 percent and 18 percent, respectively • 
. 
Persons at the college level selected annual check-ups (26 per-
cent). Equal percentages were recorded for emergency day and 
night home visits (22 percent); providing imn.ediate informa-
tion pertaining to illness was (20 percent). ?roviding illlm.edi-
,•. 
ate information pertaining to illness (20 percent) was next in 
importance. 
Going out of state for medical treatment.--Of the one 
hundred and seventy-six respondents interviewed, only fifteen, 
or 9 percent, went out of the state for medical treatment 
(Table 42). Of the fifteen interviewees who went out of state 
for medical treatment, thirteen were in the group with some . . 
college training; · and only two were in the 1-8 year and 9-12 
year level of education, respectively. 
TABLE 42 
RESPONDENTS WHO D~ OR DID NOT LEAVE THE STATE 
FOR MEDICAL SERVICE BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, 
NUMBER, AND PERCENT 
1-8 Years ~12 Years 
. Statements Num- Per- Num- Per-
Colleae 
Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Did go out of state for medical 
service 1 5 1 10 13 12 
Did·not go out of state for 
medical service 16 95 49 90 96 88 
Total 17 100 50 100 109 100 .. 
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Some _one hundred and sixty-one respondents did not go 
out of state for medical treatment. In terms of nmnber and 
percentages, ninety-six or 88 percent, forty-nine or 90 per-
cent, and sixteen or 95 percent for highest, middle, and low-
est edi~cational levels, respectively, did not go out of state 
for medical treatment. 
Change of doctor.--Slightly more than one-third (36 per-
cent) of the respondents changed doctors in the last five 
years. The college group recorded th.a highest amount for 
change of doctor (40 percent), followed by the middle educa-
tional group (38 percent), and ~inally by the low educational 
group (18 percent) (see Table 4~). 
TABLE 43 
CHANGE OF DOCTOR BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, 
NUMBER AND PERCENT 
1-8 Years 9-12 Years 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per-
her cent her cent 
From one Negro to another Negro 
doctor l 6 4 7 
From Negro to white doctor 1 6 9 16 . 
From white to Negro doctor l 6 3 6 
From one white to another white 
doctor 0 0 5 9 
--
No change 14 82 33 62 































A ve_ry insignificant number of the low educational group 
changed doctors. Since low educational level respondents of• 
ten choose their doctor on the ha.sis of his having been their 
family doctor for a long tim.e, one would not expect to find a 
great percentage of them changing doctors. Then, too, the low 
•!· 
educational group cannot afford to change doctors readily. 
Respondents at the college level changed doctors much more 
freely than did the other groups. 
Among. the forty-two college level respondents who chang-
ed doctors, 18 percent indicated change from one Negro doctor 
to another Negro; 18 percent indicated change from a Negro to 
a white doctor; 2 percent indi'.-cated.change from a white to a 
Negro or from. a white to another_ white doctor. The middle 
educational group was unlike the college level respondents; 
their most frequent change was not to a Negro doctor as was 
the case of the college group, but from a Negro to white doc-
tor (16 percent). Nine percent of the middle educational 
group changed from a white to another white doctor. An even 
smaller percentage, 6, turned from a white to anothe~ white 
doctor. 
~ Reason for change of doctor.-•Among the several reasons 
,. 
for change of doctor, the nearness or availability of the 









the hig:.ltest educational group's explanation for changes of 
. 
doctor (Table 44). Nearness or availability of doctor was 




REASONS FOR CHANGE IN DOCTOR BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
1-8 Years ~12 Years Colleae 
Reasons Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Lower cost for medical service 0 0 2 3. 2 2 
Nearness or availability of 
doctor . 0 0 8 15 22 18 
Recommendation by doctor 0 0 2 3 13 12 
Recommendation by relative ·o 0 0 0 4 3 
Recommendation by friend 0 0 6 12 10 9 
Recommendation by social agent 0 0 l l 0 0 
Other reasons 3 18 3 5 3 3 
No reasons 14 82 33 60 63 53 
Total . 17 100 55 99 117 100 
Recom;niendations by friends, relatives, ·and doctors play• 
ed an important role in the choice of doctor but the same rea-
sons·-played an insignificant role in respondents' reasons for 
"' 
change of doctor. 
Reasons for not changing doctors.--A much greater number, 
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one hundred and ten respondents ( 64 percent) did not change 
doctors in the last five years (Table 45). Some one hundred 
and twenty-three responses were given for not changing doc-
tors. Sixty-five, fifty-three, and fifty percent for low, 
middle and upper educational respondents, respectively, did 
not change doctors because.,. of satisfaction with present doc-
tors. 
TABLE 45 
REASONS FROM TOTAL SAMPLE FOR NOT·CH8.NGING 
DOCTORS BY EDUCATION 
1-8 Years 9-12 Years 
Reasons Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent her cent 
Satisfaction with.present 
do,ctor 15 65 29 53 
Lower costs for medical service 4 18 1 1 
Nearness or availability of 
doctor 0 0 3 5. 
Other reasons 1 4 0 0 
Reasons for change 3 13 22 40 










In the area of social research, mean scores are ~port-
ant statistics. So is the case here, as #users,R wnon-users,w 
and "both" recorded more favorable mean scores toward one di-
mension than they did toward other dimensions. Th.e dimension, 
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competency and skill, received more favorable attitudes (Table 
46) than did the others. 
TABLE 46 
MEAN PERCENTAGES FOR FAVORABLE RESPONSES 
BY EDUCATION AND DIMENSION 
Users Non-users 
Dimensions 9- Col-· 9- Col-
1-8 12 lege 1-8 12 lege 
The Practitioner 58 56 60 60 56 51 
The Specialist 32 39 44 53 48 58 
Competency and Skill 73 58 70 71 70 57 
Doctor-Patient Relation-
ship 62 37 35 16 13 0 
Hospital and Medical Fa-
cilities 74 49 57 62 66 52 
Both 
g .. Col-
1-8 12 lege 
58 49 49 
30 34 41 
.66 66 65 
50 13 4 
37 60 55 
Just as mean scores are important to analysis, the same 
can be said of variations. 'While no noticeable· variation ex-
ist in the mean favorableness scores for competency and skill, 
there are variations in mean scores for other dimensions, such 
as the specialist, and doctor-patient r~lationsh.ip. Pertain-
ing to the specialist, mean scores for "users" and "users of 
both" are g~nerally lower than the mean scores for th:e •non-
users." In the dimension,. Doctor-Patient Relationship, "users" 
reacted more favorable toward the dimension than did the "non-
users• or •users of both •. • Th.is would be expected since the· 
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statements were more appealing for •users• than •non-users• 
or "both." 
Education and Attitudes Toward 
Negro Doctors 
In this pa_rt of the ch.apter, the attitudes of •users,• 
"'non-users,• and "users of., both" will be analyzed in ter.ms of 
five dimensions. 
The practitioner.--This dimension gained more favorable 
than unfavorable attitudes toward Negro doctors. To the 
statement •Negro physicians are well qualified to practice 
medicine, greatest approval came from the low educational re-
spondents in each stratum--nin~ty-nine percent of the "users,• 
and •non-users, 11 .and 100 percent of the •users of both"' gave 
a positive response (Table 47). · 
These same low educational respondents further supported 
the finding that Negroes in medicine are prestigio~s persons 
in their local comm.unity. When viewed from low to high educa-
tion, the least educated respondents expressed more favorable 
sentiments than did the most ·educated groups. As a matter of 
fact, the middle (42 percent) and high (47 percent) ~ucation• 
al groups among the •users of both" expressed less favorable-_ 
ness toward .the statement 6have hig4 prestige." It can be as• 
:- .. . 
sumed that part of the Negro doctors' prestige results from · 









ATrITUDES OF USERS I NOlI-USE.'1(8 I AND BOTH TOWARD 
THE PRACTITIONER BY EDUCATION 
Users Non-users 
Statements ,:, 9- Col- 9- Col-
1-8 12 lege 1-8 12 lege 1-8 
Negro doctors 
Are well qualified to 
practice medicine 99 99 82 99 92 68 100 
Do not have the con-
fidence of Negroes 67 83 79 82 88 73 .50 
Have high prestige 88 71 64 99 60 65 100 
Engage in more illegal 
practices 22 10 2 0 4 7 0 
Charge smaller.fees 33 39 33 33 32 27 50 
Spend less on office 










The number of respondents in the 1-8 category are too 
small for statistical handling. 
A disproportionate number of the •users,• •non-users# 
and "'both# felt that Negro doctors :maintain professional ethics 
in their line of duty. 
The specialist.--A majority of statements pertaining to 
the Negro specialist were.unfavorable. ·when we look at t!te 
replies in te:cns of educational levels, some~sta~em.ents drew 





To the statement, •Negro specialist are hampered by in-
ferior facilities," 32 arid 33, middle and lower educational 
persons, respectively, gave negative replies. The lower edu-
cational group am.ong the "users of both• had no replies for 
the statement. 
The "users" and •users of ·both" did not believe that 
Negroes prefer white specialists to Negro specialists. Ap-
parently this failure to believe existed because these re-
spondents have had an opportunity to be referred to a Negro 
doctor in the pjiSt. Sixty-seven percent ( Table 48) of th.e 
lower educated •non-users" favored the statement. For further 
analysis of this dimension, see the last portion of the chapter. 
TABLE 48 
ATTITUDES OF USERS, NON-USERS, AND USE.RS OF BOTH 
TOW'ARD THE SPECIALIST BY EDUCATION . 
Users Non-users Both 
Statements 9- Col- 9- Col- 9-
1-8 12 lege l-8 12 lege 1-8 12 
Negro doctors 
Prefer white specialists 22· 27 35 67 36 40 0 0 
Do ·not specialize as 
much 66 66 62 83 68· 92 100 71 .. 
Do not, as specialist 
enjoy as much confi-
~ence from Negroes as 
do white doctors 66 50 53 50 6~ 67. 0 t43 
Fail to refer patients 44 30 25 33 32 46 50 14 
Are hampered by in-









Competency and skill .--The imay-e of the Negro doctor has 
changed considerably during the last half decade. This can be 
seen from a statistical point of view, in that over 85 percent 
of the respondents approved the statement that competency and 
skill have increased during the last five years (Table 49). 
Approval for the statement'· is greatest among the lowest edu-
cational group--the •users of both"' {100 percent), Rnon-users• 
(99 percent, and •users" (88 percent}. Although "users• sanc-
tioned the statement least, they were also the only group to 
express the belief that Negro physicians are as well trained 
as white ones, with the relatively high percentage of approval 
increasing from low to high educational attainment. 
TABLE 49 
ATTITUDES OF USERS, NON-USERS AND USERS OF BOTH 
TOWARD COMPETENCY AND SKILL BY EDUCATIONAL STATtB 
Users Non-users 
Statements 9- Col- 9- Col-
1-8 12 lege 1-8 12 lege 1-8 
Negro doctors 
Are as well trained ss· 55 62 32 52 21 0 
Have increased com- . 
petency and skill 88 83 87 99 88 86 100 
If younger, are more 
competent than if 








All educational groups except one expressed in desce1tii.n,g 
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order from low to high educational levels the notion that the 
younger Negro doctor was more competent than the older Negro 
doctor. Only the "users" in the 9-12 year educational group 
expressed opposing views on the statement. Respondents gen-
erally believed that the younger doctors, be they Negro or 
white, have been exposed to more information about the parts 
of the human anatomy. 
Doctor-patient relationship.--If sentiment against Negro 
doctors is prevalent among respondents, one would expect them 
to appear here, particularly for the •non-users." .The lowest 
educational groups among the 11users" and the 0 users of both" 
do not appear to have unfavorable sentiments against Negro 
doctors. More than one-half of the responses for the follow-
ing.statements were favorable: (1) Negro doctors give better 
TABLE 50 
ATTITUDES OF USE..~ I NON-USE...~ lilID USERS OF BOTH 
TOwARD DOCTOR-PATIENT REIATIONSEIP BY 
EDUCATIOl!t:..L STATUS 
Users Non-users 
Statements 9- Col- 9- Col-
1-8 12 leqe 1-8 12 leqe 1-8 
Negro doctors 
Give better service 55 39 25 16 16 0 50 
Show more interest 56 28 3S 0 4 2 50 
~ -
Express more under-








service; (2) Negro doctors show more interest; and (3) llegro 
doctors express more understanding and sympathy th.an do white 
doctors {Table 50). The percentages indicating an approval 
for statement are: {l) 55 percent for •users• and 50 percent for 
•users of both•; stat~ent (2) received approval by 56 percent 
of nusers• and 50 percent of the "'users of both"; statement 
(3) received 77 percent approval from. nusers• and 50 percent 
from "users of both.• Note that only the lowest educational 
levels among the •users" and the nusers of both., responded 
favorably to the statements found in Table 50. Percentages 
were particularly low from. the least educated to the most edu-
cated •non-users• for all educational levels. Th.is was ex-
pected because many ,.non-users" ~n effect change to white doc-
tors because they felt that the doctor-patient statements were 
untrue. 
Hospital and medical facilities.--Although n~sers• 
strongly supported the statement that white doctors have bet-
ter facilities, they did not consider Negro doctors lacking 
some general facilities as sufficient evidence that Negro doc-
tors lack good medical equipment. In fact, ~us~rs" q.id not be-
lieve that Negro doctors spend less·on medical equipment 
(Tab).e 51) • 
All educational groups supported the contention that 
younger Negro doctors have better office facilities than do 
88 
older Negro doctors. 
~ 51 
USERS, NON-USERS AND BOTH ATTITUDES TOWARD 
HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL FACILITIES 
Users Non-users 
Statements ,:• 9- Col- 9- ~1-
1-6 12 lege 1-8 12 lege 
Negro doctors 
Have poorer facilities 
th.an whites 88 56 74 83 66 23 
Spend less on medical 
equipment 44 38 40 50 64 67 
If younger, have betteJ 
office facilities 
th.an if older 88 61 73 66 56 74 
Ii younger, have betteJ 
access to hospital 
facilities than if 
'older 77 43 41 49 56 44 
Both 
9- Col-
1-8 12 Lege 
100 71 79 
. so 56 58 
50 71 79 
50 43 27 
Respondents also felt that the younger Negro. doctor has 
better access to hospital and medical facilities than do older 
Negro doctors. High percentages in support of the form.er 
statement were recorded from the lower and upper educational 
groups, respectively. High percentage in support of the latter 
statement were recorded from the low, middle, and upper educa-
tio~ groups, respectively. 
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Summary 
Data presented in this chapter warrant the following 
conclusions about Negroes' attitudes toward Negro doctors when 
correlated with education. 
1. An analysis of various dimensions by educational 
status shows no significant variations from the fa-
vorable and unfavorable ones where •users,"' •non-
users,• and Rusers of both" :were the reference points. 
2. Lower educational level respondents among the "users,• 
"non-users," and "'users of both"' are more favorable 
toward statements related to the Negro doctor than 
are the middle or upper educational groups. 
3. In terms of unfavorable responses, the middle educa-
tional group appeared more unfavorable toward the 
Negro doctor. This was the general pattern among the 
"users," "non-users,"' and "users of .both." 
CHAPTER V 
A CORRELATION OF RESPONSES.WITH INCOME 
Perhaps no variable contributes more to one's choice of 
physician than income or economic status. Th.is chapter in-
vestigates the correlation between income status and attitudes 
toward Negro doctors. 
Of the fifty-eight low income respondents, thirty, (52 
percent) expressed a preference for Negro doctors; twenty-two, 
(39 percent) preferred white doctors; and six, (10 percent) 
preferred the services of both N~gro and white doctors. 
Income, important as it obviously is, tells a different 
story for the respondents earning between $4,000 and $7,499. 
Here the largest number of respondents expressed a.preference 
for white doctors (45 percent); the next largest number in the 
group preferred Negro doctors (36 percent); and the smallest 
number preferred both Negro and white doctors (19 percent). 
The upper income respondents expressed a greater preference 
for Negro doctors (40 percent) and the remaining percentage 
was ..equally divided among preferences for white doctors and 






DISTRIBUTION OF.RESPONDENTS BY DOCTOR 
PREFERENCE BY INCOME 
Low Middle 
Less '.Ihan $3,999 $4,000-$7,499 
Upper 
$7,500 up 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Negro 30 52 26 36 19 40 
White 22 38 32 .. 45 14 30 
Both 6 10 13 19 14 30 
Total 58 100 71 100 47 99 
In contrast to Reitzes' finding
1 
that wealthier Negroes 
tended to go to other cities for medical care and indigent pa• 
tients tended to go to Grady Memorial Hospital, our study re-
veals that the wealthier Negro <ii:d not go out of state for me-
dical service any more than the middle income Negro. Seven 
respondents went out of state from both the middle and upper 
income families. As for Reitzes' finding that low income fam• 
ilies go to Grady Memorial Hospital for medical service, it 
appears to be generally true. One might notice that Grady 
Memorial Hospital's definition of an indigent patient
2 
is dif• 
ferent for Negro and white patients. One explanation for the 
½ceitzes, .2E· cit., p. 279. 
2An indigent patient is defined by Grady Memorial Hospi• 
tal as a patient whose annual income is reported as $1,500 or 
less for Negroes and $1,800 or less for whites. 
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difference is that the average per capita income in Fulton and 
DeKalb counties for white -families is $1,800-$2,400, but for 
Negro families it is only $700-$800--a difference.of $1,100-
$1,600.1 This study supports Reitzes' finding for low and 
. 
middle income families, but it disagrees with Reitzes'·finding 
on upper income families. ., 
The patronage that Negro physicians receive from Negro 
and white people does not always indicate their actual opin-
ion of the physicians. Often certain circumstances force 
Negroes to patronize physicians of their own race. 'While 
other circumstances, like the implied obligation of em.ploying 
the physicians retained by a family or industry, may compel 
them to utilize -µie services of white physicians. To the ex-
tent .that racial attitudes relate to doctor preference,_this 
study supports Cothran's findings that middle income Negroes 
have IID:re unfavorable attitudes toward white people than do 
other Negro income groups.
2 
Reasons ·· for choice of doctor .--An analysis of the re-
spondents' reasons.for choice of doctor· by level of income 
1Fro~ Income Trends for Atlantans, prepared by the 
Atlanta Region Metropolit~ Planning Co:mmission and the 
Atlanta Ch.ember of Co:mmerce, 1964. 
2see Tilman C. Cothran, "Negro Conceptions of 'White 
People,• The American Journal of Socioloszx, LVI (March, 1951"), 
458-67. 
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indicates that a doctor's status as family doctor for a long 
period of time is a major ·reason for choosing him., particu-
larly among the low income fa:milies. Among some of the lower 
income respondents, •recommendation by friend or relative,• 
-
also, served as an important reason fer choice of doctor 
(Table 53). •Racial identity0 and "possession of specializa-
tion in area neededn played almost equally important roles in 
the choice of doctor. Twenty-two low income families had no 
second reason-for choice of doctor and twice as many had no 
third reason. 
In the middle income group, where the majority of the 
respondents prefer white physicians, possession of specializa-
tion in area nee<:ied served as the major reason for choice of 
doctor (17 percent). Recommendation by friend or relative 
served as the second major reason for choice of doctor among 
the low ( 12 percent) and middle income ( 13 percent) groups. 
nRacial identity"' played a less significant role for choice 
of doctor among the middle income families. It should. be add-
ed that some resp~ndents had-no second and third reasons for 
choice of doctor. Th.is was true for the middle.income level; 
for example, 13 percent and 22 percent, respectively, had no 
second and third reasons for choice of doctor. 
Although the percentages are lower for the upper income 










REASONS FOR CHOICE"OF DOCTOR BY INCOME LEVEL 
Low Middle 
Reasons . !lum- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
Status of doctor as family 
doctor for a long time 25 15 20 10 .•. 
Recollllllendation by friend or 
relative 20 , 12 29 13 .. 
Preference for own race 17 10 14 6 
Possession of specialization 
in area needed 17 10 35 17 
RecoIIIIIl.endation by another 
doctor 7 4 10 5· 
Access by white doctors to 
hospital facilities 7 4 11 s 
Recommendation by social 
agent 1 1 l l 
Requirements of medical or . 
industrial insurance plan 3 0 5 3 
Other reasons 11 7 11 5 
No second reason 22 12 28 13 
No third reason 44 25 49 22 
















income respondents; gave possession of specialization in area 
needed as ~e chief motivating factor for choice of doctor. 
Racial identity played a significant role for choice of doctor 
among the upper income group. "Recommendation from friend or 
relative" and '''Status of doctor as family doctor for a long_· 
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tim.ea played equally important roles in the upper income fam-
ilies• choice. Respondents in the upper inco!il.e level were a 
little better at fomulating second and third reasons for 
their choice of doctor. Ten and twenty-one percent, respec-
tively, of the upper income families had no second and third 
reason for their choice of·' doctor. 
Medical services expected from ·doctors.--Generally, each 
income group expected the same medical services from their doc-
tor. Economic status is not a determinant in the priority of 
services that one expects from his doctor. •AnnuaJ_ check-ups•· 
(29 percent) was chosen most frequently among ezpected serv-
ices by the low income respondents (Table 54) by middle in-
come respondents. (24 percent), and by the upper income families 
(30.percent). Emergency home visits--day and night--was the 
second most frequ.entlychecked service by the lo~ income respond• 
ents (44 percent), by the middle income families (40 perce~t), 
and by the upper income families {49 percent). The service 
emergency home visits--day and night--was followed by •provi-
sion of immediate. infomation pertaining to illness,• 19, 22, 
and 18 percent for the low, middle and uppez: in~ome families, 
respectively. 
The annual check-up was noted_ by many respondents as a 
service that low, middle, and upper income .famiiies expected 
from their doctor. Low, middle, and upper income families 
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checked this service 141 out of 513 times, which indicates 
that over 25 percent of all medical services expected consist-
ed of annual check-ups. 
TABLE 54 
MEDICAL SERVICES EXPECTED FROM DOCTORS BY INCOME 
Low Middle Un1:,er 
Medical Services Num.- Per- Num.- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
Annual Check-ups 45 29 52 24 44 30 
Emergency Home Visits--Night 36 24. 44 21 36 26 
Emergency Home Visits--Day 32 20 41 19" 31 23 
Immediate Infor.mation Pertain-
ing to Illness 28 19 47 22 25 18 
Advice on Non-medical Problem . 7 5 15 8 5 6 
Free Medicine 5 3 7 4 3 3 
Others l 1 5 3 4 3 
Total 154 100 211 99 148 99 
Going out of state for medical treatment.--Fourteen of 
the fifteen respondents who went out of state for medi.cal 
treatment . were equally divided between the middle and upper 
. 
income families; the remaining one was consider~ a member of 
the low income bracket (Table 55). 
Change of doctors.-:sixty-six respondents or 36 percent 
of all respondents had changed doctors in tlie last five year_s. 
The I:li.ddle income respondents recorded the highest single 
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TABLE 55 
RESPONDENTS WO DID OR DID NOT LEAVE THE STATE 
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES BY INCOME 
Low Middle Uooer 
Statements Less Than Less Than Less Than $3,999 $4,000-$7,999 $'7.500 Uo 
Number Percent number Percent liumber Percent 
.•. 
Did go out of 
state for med-
ical service 1 2 7 9 7 14 
Did not go out 
of state for 
medical semce 57 98 64 91 40 86 
Total 58 100 71 100 47 100 
percentage of change. As could be expected1 their change re-
. . 
presents a turn ~ram Negro to white doctors (23 percent). 
Slightly less than one-fifth (18 .percent) of change made by 
:middle and upper income respondents involved change from one 
to another Negro doctor (Table 56). 
Along the same lines 1 middle and upper income families 
c.li.anged doctors at the same rate. Fifty-three percent. of the 
middle income reSf)Ondents and fifty-three percent of the upper 
income families had changed doctors in the last.five years. 
The most frequent change among the upper income famili~s was 
from a Negro to a white doctor (22 percent). Slightly less re-










CHANGE OF DOCTOR FOR RESPONDENTS BY INCOME 
Low Middle 
Statements Num.- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent her cent 
From one Negro to another 
Negro doctor ,•. 2 3 13 18 
From Negro to white doctor 1 1 16 23 
From white to Negro doctor 0 0 4 6 
rrom one white to another 
white doctor 0 0 4 6 
No change 54 96 33 47 












The low income respondents did not change doctors very 
readily. In Table 56 it was found that many chose to remain 
' 
with a doctor whom they had had for a long period of time. 
Thus, a very insignificant number of low income respondents 
changed doctors (4 percent). 
Reason for change of doctors.--Seventy-nine explanaticn~ 
were given by sixty-six respondents for. their change of doc-
tor •. Among the few low income respondents, "~ther reasons" 
(7 percent) and "recommendation by friends" .(6 percent) repre-
sented highest percentages for change of doctors, but their 
role was of small significance (Table 57). 
Middle income respondents did not have the same reasons 
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as low income families for change of doctors. Middle income 
. 
respondents gave •recommendation by friend• (18 percent) as 
the chief motivation for ch~ge of doctor. The second motivat-
ing factor for change of doctor was equally divided between 
•nearness or availability of doctor' (ll percent) and •recom-
mendation by doctor• (11 percent). 
TABLE 57 
REASONS FOR CHANGE OF DOCTOR BY INCOME 
Low Middle Upper 
Reasons Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
. 
Recommendation by friend 4 6 13 18 2 4 
Nearness or availability 2· 3 8 11 5 11 
Recommendation by doctor .. 2 3 8 11 6 11 
Reco:mm.endation by relative 2 3 2 2 2 4 
Lower cost for medical 
service l l 3 4 0 0 
Recommendation by social 
agent l 1 0 0 0 0 
Other reasons 5 7 6 9 8 16 
No change 54 76 33 45 22 49 . 
· Total 71 100 73 100 45 100 
Respondents in the upper income group recorded other 
reasons for change of doctors ( 16 percent) • SU.ch reasons as 
*nearness or availability," {11 percent), and "recommendation 
from friend" (14 percent) registered lower percentages as 
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reasons for change. 
. 
Reasons for not changing doctor.--Som.e one hundred and 
ten respondents had not elected to change doctors in the last 
five years. They gave one hundred and twenty-three responses 
for not wishing to leave their present physician. For low 
income status, forty-three'percent were satisfied with their 
present doctor (Table 58); 15 percent wished to hold onto 
•1ow cost medical treatment• and 5 percent valued the •near-
ness of availability of the doctor.• 
TABLE 58 
REASONS FOR MOT CHANGING DOCTORS BY INCOME 
Low Middle Upper 
Statements Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
' 
her cent her cent ber cent 
Satisfied with present doctor 21 43 55 . 56 31 55 
Lower cost for medical treat-
ment 7 15 1 1· 2 3 
Nearness or availability of 
doctor 2· 5 2 3 l 2 
Other reason for change 17 37 40 40 22 40 
- Total 48 100 98 100 56 100 
. 
Fifty-five middle income respondents (56 percent)· were 
satisfied wi-th present doctor. Persons in the upper income 
level gave the same reason, wsatisfaction with present docto~• 
( 55 percent), for not wishing to change. In other words, 
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doctor loy~ty can be cited as the major reason why a large 
number of low, middle, and upper income respondents did not 
change doctors. 
Dimension analysis for favorable response by income.--
w"h.en comparing or contrasting favorable responses according 
to income status and dimension, we find no significant dif-
ferences in the "users," "non-users," and "users of both" re-
sponses indicating the most favored dimension--competency and 
skill. It is -interesting to note that the upper income fam-
ilies among the •users of both" and the "users" each supported 
the dimension by 69 percent (T~le 59). 
TABLE.59 
MEAN PERCENTAGES FOR FA1(0RABLE RESPONSES 
BY INCOME AND DDmNSIONS 
Users Non-users · 
Dimensions Y..id- Up- Mid- Up-
Low dle per Low dle per 
The Practitioner 54 57 45 60 37 54 
The Specialist 43 49 42 41 52 58 
Competency and Skill 65 s·s 69 70 57 62 
Doctor-Patient Re- . 
lationship 41 41 34 16 3 0 
Hospital and Medical 
Facilities 62 56 50 62 56 81 
Both 
Mid- Up-
Low dle per 
53 - 53 45 
43 29 43 
66 66 69 
13 12 4 
57 68 53 
Although all groups supported the dimension, c-ompetency 
and skill, the "non-users"' offered slightly· less support than 
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the other groups, but the low income group {70 percent} among 
the •non-users• was slightly more favorable toward this dimen-
sion than any other group. 
It should be added that the dimension, hospital and 
medical facilities, ranked second as the most favored dimen-
sion. Oddly enough, the most favorable responses were record-
ed by the •non-users" with highest approval occurring in the 
high, low, and_m.iddle income families, 81, 62, and 56, re-
spectively. 
The practitioner.--The response to this dimension shows 
that respondents preferring Negro physicians defend their 
choice of doctor by expressing th~ belief that Negro doctors 
are 1r1ell qualified to practice medicine. With middle income 
families voicing highest approval, it was the opinion of 
•users," {100 percent), •non-users,• {81 percent), and •users 
of both" {93 percent) that Negro doctors are well qualified 
to practice medicine. Ironically, these same respondents an-
swered •no" when asked if they confided in the Negro doctor 
(Table 60). 
Upper income families among the "non-users,• (78 per-
cent}; middle income "users" {77 percent) and lower income 
"users of both• (73 percent) expressed the greatest belief 

























INCOME AND FAVORABLE RESPONSES TOWARD 
THE PRACTITIONER 
Users lfon-users 
Mid- Up- Mid- Up-
Statements Low dle per Low dle per 
Negro doctors 
Charge smaller fees 39 34 26 .41 25 21 
Are well qualified 86 100 79 91 81 57 
Spend less en off icE 
furnishings J 46 50 26 45 56 79 
Do not have the co 
fidence of Negroe 77 80 85 91 0 86 
Engage in more il-
legal practices 9 3 5 8 3 7 
Have high prestige 66 77· 63 73 56 78 
. Both 
Mid- Up-
Low dle per 
34 23 33 
82 93 64 
50 52 50 
83 92 64 
0 14 7 
73. 61 56 
comm.unity. A great deal of the respect accorded Negro doc-
tors by these and other respondents is related to the high de-
gree of prestige which they hold in their profession. JI.long 
the same line and perhaps directly related to the latter state-
ment is tbrt "'users"', "non-users," and ":users of both" thunder-
ously disapproved of the statement •Negro doctors engage in 
more illegal practices than do white doctors.• It may be re-
called that over 94 percent of all respondents rejected this· 
statement earlier (Table 16). This is inde~d a.tribute to 
the Negro doctor in the A~anta community. 
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The specialist.--Each group recorded at least one favor-
able response for the Negro specialist. It should be added 
that many of the responses that the Negro specialist received 
were uncertain or undecided ones (T~le 61). The "'users• and 
"users of both., appeared a bit uncertain when asked whether 
TABLE 61 
INCOME AND FAVORABLE RESPONSES TOWAPJ) 
THE SPECIALIST 
Users Non-users 
Statements Mid- Up- Mid- Up-
Low dle per Low dle per 
Negro doctors 
Prefer white spe-
cialists 27 39 .32 41 37 50 
Do not, as special-
ists enjoy the 
confidence of 
Negroes as do 
white specialists 57 53 54 44 60 72 
Are hampered by 
inferior 
facilities 46 56 31 36 56 57 
Do not specialize 54 73 68 45 69 76 
Fail to refer pa-
. 
tients · 33 26 27 31 40 36 
Both 
fid- Up-
1.10W dle per 
34 16 14 
.so 61 ·56 
16 39 64 
66 23 57 
49 7 28 
Negroes prefer white specialists to Negro specialists. Al-
though uncertainty plagued the over~all response for the above 
statement, some respondents were inclined to· oppose the statement 
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All groups appeared to be uncertain on the question 
whether Negro doctors fail to refer patients. In the midst 
of som.e uncertainty •non-users• favored the statement m.ost. 
When respondents were presented wit!'. t~e statement that 
,:, 
Negro doctors are hampered by inferior facilities, upper, low, 
and middle income families among the •users," "non-users,• 
and "users of both;' respectively, answered •No." .Zlmong those 
that favored the statement, •non-users" were represented by 
the middle and upper income groups, 56 and 57 percrent, re-
specti vely. The other groups t_o favor the statement are mid-
dle •users" (56 percent} and upper •users of both" (64 per-
cent). 
Competency and skill.--All income levels among the 
"users• expressed the belief that Negro doctors are as well 
trained as white doctors. The highest percentage -of approval 
was recorded by the low income families (67 percent). The 
statement also received favorable support from the low income 
. 
"non-users• (55 percent) and the upper income •users of both" 
(65 percent), but the middle and low income ~families. among the 
"users of both# and middle and upper income "'non-users" found 
reasons to reject the statement (Table 62). 
Our analysis found the respondents overwhelmingly su~ 
porting the contention that the Negro doctor's competency and 
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skill have increased. The .middle and low income families 
among the .ousers,• "non-users, 11 and •users of both• respec-· 
tively favored the statement JD.os.t. 
TF..BLE 62 
INCOME AND FAVORABLE RESPONSES PERTAINING 
TO COMPETENCY AND SICILL. 
Users Non-users 
Statements. Mid- Up- Mid- Up-
Low dle per Low dle per Low 
Negro doctors 
Are as well trained 67 50 62 55 34 0 17 
Have increased com-
petency and skill 80 93 87 95 77 93 100 
I.f you.a.,ger, are m.oze 
competent than if 







Upper income respcndents, in particular, expressed fa-
vorable attitudes toward the statement that younger Negro doc-
tors are more competent than older Negro doctors. 'While all 
groups favored the statement, the "users of ooth• showed fa-
voral:;>leness in descending order--from the lowest educational 
group (57 percent). to the highest (83 percent). Among the 
"users" and "non-users" the reverse is noted, favorableness is 
expressed iri an ascending order. In other W?rds ! favorable-· 
ness increased with the income level~ 
Doctor-patient relationship.--No noticeable deviation is 
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found in ~s dimension; the •users• continued to support the 
Negro doctor. In this group, those of the low income category 
agreed that Negro doctors express more understanding a.i;td sym-
pathy than do white doctors. On the· other hand, these same 
respondents did not believ,e that Negro doctors give better 
service nor show more interest. The-upper income families 
were more unfavorable toward the fomer and latter statements, 
whereas the middle income families favored them most. 
TABLE 63 
INCOME AND FAVORABLE -RESPONSES TOWARD 
DOCTOR-PATT-ENT RELATIONSHIP 
Users Non-users 
Statements Mid- Up- Mid- Up-
Low dle per Low dle per 
Negro doctors 
Give better service 32 35 26 13 6 0 
Show more interest 39 41 31 8 6 0 
Express more under-





Low dle per 
·o 7 14 
16 16 0 
33 15 0 
Hospital and medical faciliti~s.--Clearly, the replies 
have been somewhat unfavorable for the Negro doctor,especially 
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when he is com.pared with the white doctor. The low income 
•users of both• were the only respondents to deny the state-
ment ~egro doctors have poorer facilities than do whi~e doc-
tors." The •users" were the only group to deny the statement 
•Negro doctors spend less on purchase of medical equipment.• 
-Users" disapproval of the statement decreased with increased 
income status--low 41; middle 41, and upper 31. 
TABLE 64 
INCOME AND FAVORABLE RESPONSES PERTAINmG ~ 
HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL FACILITIES 
Users Non-users 
Statements "'d .i.•ll - Up- Mid- Up-
Low dle per· Low dle per Low· 
Negro doctors 
Have poorer facili-
ties than whites 77 69 64 64 82 92 32 
Spend less on med-
ical equipment 44 41 31 63 87 100 '56 
If younger, have 
better office fa-
cilities than 








Pe~haps two generalizations may be drawn from the pre-· 
ceeding discussion of Negroes' attitudes tol{a.rd .,Negro doctors 
when correlated with income status. First, it is quite evident 
that low income respondents' attitudes toward Negro doctors are 
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more favo;rable than the llliddle or upper classes.· Th.is is the 
case for "users,• •non-users," and "users of both." The mid-
dle income respondents eJCpressed less moderate attitu~es to-
ward Negro doctors than did the upper income group. 
Second, when measuring unfavorable attitudes toward 
Negro doctors, the middle and upper income groups replies show 
no significant difference. Among the middle and upper income 
families, the underlying guest for unfavorableness included 
the following points: 
(1) Improper care and diagnosis. 
(2) More trained practitioners and specialists in 
diverse areas of specialization. 




































SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was an attempt to measure the attitudes of 
Negroes toward Negro doctors in the Atlanta comm.unity. The 
measuring instrument was a Likert-type schedule 'Which was de-
signed so as to provide the degrees of favorableness or unfa-
vorableness for statements related to the following dimensions; 
the practitioner, the speciali-st, competency and skill, doc-
tor-patient relationship, and hospital and medical facilities • 
. . 
The Lil:ert-type scale was· included in a schedule which 
was used to interview one hundred and seventy-six persons from 
low, middle, and high income neighborhoods. · The schedule con-
tained thirty-seven questions which were usable as well a~ 
complete in all respects. 
On statements where Negro and white doctors are compared, 
the-attitudinal responses show a slight skew toward the unfa-
vorable side for the Negro doctor. It was found, when measur-
ing NegI;oes' attitudes according to various groups--users, · 
non-users, and users of both--that· stateme~ts ~avorably sup-
ported by •users• were often denied by •non-usersw and •users 
of both.• Our findings show that •users• answered •yes• and 
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•non-users• answered •no• to the following statements: Negro 
doctors •are as well trained as white doctors,• ,,are not ham-
pered by inferior facilities,• •express more understanding 
and sympathy,• "show more interest in patients," and "do not 
spend less on the purchase of medical equipments.,, "Non-
users• expressed unfavorable responses toward all of the above 
statements. To be more specific, "non-users• said Negro doc-
tors •are hampered by inferior facilities,• •are not as well 
trained as white doctors,• •do not give better service,• "do 
not express more understanding and sympathy,• •show less in-
terest in patients," and "'spend less on the purchase of med-
ical equipment than do white doctors.• -Users of both" re-
sponses followed the same line of reasoning as did the "non-
users.• In other words, •users·of both• responses can be 
highly cor.relatad. ~-i.th those of the •non-users." 
Some other points of disagreement between ~users," ~non-
users," and •users of.both" occurred when •non-users" answered 
•yes" and "users" "no" to the following statements: Negro doc• 
tors •charge smaller fees,•·"spend more on office furnishings,• 
•prefer white specialist,• and •fail to refer patie~ts.• 
-Users• said •no" to the statement that Negro doctors-charge 
smaller fees. 
~ -
It is important to note.that .the group that preferred 
the Negro doctor most ( the •users• r w.a.s the only group of 
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respondents to censure the Negro doctor for high fees. "Users• 
expressed unfavorable attitudes with •non-users• on the state-
ments that Negro doctors •spend more on office furnishings,• 
and •fail to refer patients.• The •users• and •users· of 
both• were undecided on the question whether Negro doctors 
•prefer white specialists to Negro specialists.• 
In some instances there is agreement among the various 
groups when Negro and white doctors are compared. All groups 
agreed on the following statements: Negro doctors "do not en-
gage in more illegal practices,# •do not specialize as much,• 
•do not have better medical facilities than do white doctors,• 
"do not have the confidence of Negroes,• and Negro specialists 
•do not have the confidence of Negroes.• 
When Negroes are compared with other Negro doctors, 
there is usually agreement or disagreement in terms of favor-
able and unfavorable responses in the same direction by the 
three groups. All groups agreed on ~e following attitudes 
toward the Negro doctor: •are well qualified to practice med-
icine,• "have high prestige,n •competency and skill have in-
creased:, 11 "if younger, are more competent than older," "if 
younger, have better office facilities than do·older," and 0 if 




Finally, it was found that, although there were differ-
ences in the degree of favorableness or unfavorableness ac-
cording to income and education, on the whole, the var·iations 
were not extremely great. It appears that the low income and 
educational respondents were most favorable toward the Negro 
doctor: the middle income and education statuses expressed 
the greatest unfavorableness toward Negro doctors; the high 
income and education respondents expressed attitudes between 
the two extreme groups. 
In conclusion, "users," preferring the services of Negro 
physicians, felt that their doctors were professionally qual-
ified (in terms -of competency, ~llingness to serve, and pro-
fessional understanding of patients) to give first-class med-
ical service. "Non-users,• preferring white physicians, felt 
that in theory, Negro doctors were professionally.qualified 
to give first-class service to patients, but in actuality 
Negro doctors gave second-class service in terms of willing-
ness to serve, competency, and professional understanding. 
Those respondents pr~ferring the services of Negro and white 
doctors felt that Negro doctors were professionally qua.lified 
inj:enns of. competency and willingness to service, but not in 
terms of professional understanding-to give first-class med~ 
ical service. 
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Some hypotheses were supported in part and others were 
. 
rej acted. No hypothesis was supported completely. Sub--hypo-
thesis one, which states that many Negroes reject the Negro 
practitioner because ofl:Ii.s inadequate training, equipment, 
high fees, and alleged lack of professional ethics, was found 
to be partially true. "Users# and •users of both• favored the 
general practitioner and anon-usersa· rejected him.. The practi-
tioner was the third most favored dimension. 
Each group denied the first part of the second sub-
hypothesis that Negro physicians as specialists are competent, 
but agreed with the last part of the hypothesis that the skill 
of Negro specialists is hampered by inferior facilities. The 
specialist ranked fourth as in .tems of favorableness toward 
Negro doctors. 
Contrary to sub-hypothesis three, which-states many 
•users• of Negroes in medicine express complete satisfaction 
in the competency and skill of Negro physicians whereas non-
users and users of both express a negativistic attitude, it 
was found to be partly true.as "non-users,• "'users of both,"' 
and the "'users• expressed satisfaction in the compe.tency and 
skill of the Negro doctor. As a matter of fact, the dimension, 
cQJilpetency and skill, polled more .favorable responses toward 
Negro doctors than did any of the other dimensions. 







physicians patronize Negroes in medicine because of the under-
-
standing and fair treatment shown by the Negro physician; some 
of the non-users do not patronize Negro physicians because of 
a lack of understanding and unfair treatment received from 
Negroes in medicine--we found that this sub-hypothesis and the 
related statements associated with the dimension, doctor-
patient relationship, was the real sore spot and the prime 
reason why a high percentage of Negroes patronize white doc-
tors. All groups expressed negative views in relation to the 
doctor-patient relationship. It should be added t.'l:tat "users" 
attitudes toward the dimension are considerably more favorable 
than are the attitudes of other groups. Here we can say that 
sub-hypothesis four was only pra~tically proved. 
· Finally, in relations to sub-hypothesis five--many 
Negroes feel that they will not be able to evaluate the Negro 
physician objectively until the Negro doctor is giyen full ac-
cess to medical and hospital facilities--all groups evaluated 
the younger Negro doctor as having better access to the hospi• 
tal and medical facilities. It should be pointed out that the 
dimension, hospital and medical facilities, was -the ~econd 
more favored dimension. 
_ Thus, it can be said that s~hypotheses one, three, and 






















AN INQUIRY Th"'TO THE ATTITUDES OF NEGRO USERS 
AND NON-USERS TOWARD NEGRO PHYSICIANS 




A. 20-29 A. Male --
B. 30-39 B. Female --
c. 40-49 
D. 50-59 
E. 60 and over 
4. Place of Birth 
5. Marital Status: 
A. Single C. Divorced -- E. Widowed --
B • Married D. Separated --
6. 'What is the total number of persons in your family? 
A. Children ----
7. Religious Affiliation: 
A. Baptist --
B. Methodist --
C. Catholic ..,...._ 
B. Adults · -----
__ D. Episcopalian 
E. Presbyterian --
__ F. Other (Specify) 
8. What is your academic training? (.Please circle grade 
completed) 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 l 2 3 4 1 2 ·3 4 l 2 3 4 S 
G.i-amroar Hi t)chool · College Graduate/Post grad. 
ll7 
• • t 
I •· 
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9. \fuat type of work do you do? ____________ _ 
-
10. 1;.11.ich bracket best describes your family's income? 
A. Less than $3,000 c. 
B. $3,000 - 3,499 D. 
E. $4,500 - 4,999 I. 
-~· 
F. $5,000 - 5,499 J. 
G. $5,500 - 5,999 x:. 
H. $6,000 - 6,499 
General Infonna.tion 





$7,500 and over 




12. What medical-services do you .expect from your family doc-
tor? 
A. Home visits for emergencies during the day ---
---B. Home visits for emergencies at night 
C. Provide some medicine free ---
D. Give immediate information pertaining to illness ---
___ E. Give advice on (n9n-medical) personal problems 
__ F. Annual checkup 
__ G. · Other (Specify) ______________ _ 
13. Check-in order of importance the reasons for choosing your 
~amily doctor (1, 2, 3) 
A. Perfer my own race ---













C. Because of industrial or medical insurance plans --
D. Possession of specialization in area needed ---
___ E. RecollllD.ended by another doctor 
___ F. RecollllD.ended by a friend 
---G. v-Jhite doctors have access to hospital facilities 
H. Membership in burial plans ---
---I. Reco:mmended by social agency 
__ J. Other reasons (Specify) ___________ _ 
14. In cases where you were assigned doctors through indus-
trial or medical insurance plans, would you like to have 
chosen your doctor? 
A. Yes ---- C. Undecided ---
B. No ---
15. Have you ever. gone out of the state for medical treatment? 
A. Yes (ask a and b) --- B. No ---
a) If yes, where did you go? --------------
b) What were your reasons for going? 
___ A. Facilities ~ot available locally 
___ B. Treatment by specialist not available locally 
C. Referred to doctor out of the state ---
D. Other reasons (Specify) --- ---------------
16. Have you changed doctors in the last 5 years? 
A. Yes (ask a and b) --- .B. No (ask c) ---


























___ .A. From one Negro to another Negro docto:r: 
B. From Negro to.white doctor ---
---C. From white to Negro doctor 
D. From one white to another white doctor ---
b) What were your reasons for making the change? 
A. Lower cost for'· medical service ---
B. Nearness or availability of doctor ---
---C. Recommended by doctor 
---D. Recommended by relative 
___ E. Recommended by friend 
__ F. Recomm.ended by social agency 
___ G. other reason (Specify) ____________ _ 
c) If no, why? 
A. Satisfied with present doctor ---
B. Lower cost for medical treatment ---
---C. Nearness or availability of doctor 
D. Other reasons (Specify) --- -------------
Medical Attitude Schedule 
17. Negro doctors are as well trained as white doctors. 
A. Strongly Agree· c. Undecided E. Strongly 
Disagree 
B. Agree D. Disagree• 







___ A. Strongly Agree 
__ B. Agree 
C. Undecided ---
__ D. Disagree 
__ E. Strongly 
Disagree 
19. Negro doctors spend less on office furnishings and decora-
tion than do white doctors.· 
_A. Strcng·ly Agree 
_B. Agree 




20.Negro doctors charge smaller fees .than do white doctors. 
_.n... Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
21. Negro doctors spend less on purchase of medical equipment . 
than do white doctors. 
_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree D .. Disagree -
22. Negro doctors do not special~ze as much as do white doc-
tors. 
_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-. 
agree 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
23. Negroes have more confidence in white specialists than 
they have in Negro specialists. 
_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree _b. Disagree 
24. Negro doctors generally fail to refer patients to Negro 
specialists. 
_A .. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis• 
agree 
- B. Agree _D. Disagree 
25. Negro specialists are hampered by inferior facilities. 
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_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
26. Negro doctors are well qualified to practice medicine. 
_A. Strongly Jl.gree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
27. Young Negro doctors are more competent than are older 
Negro doctors. 
_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
28. In the last five years, the Negro doctor's competency and 
skill have increased. 
_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree - D. Disagree 
29. Negro doctor~ give better services than do white doctors • 
.__A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
30. Negro doctors express more understanding and sympathy tjLan 
do white doctors • · 
_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree. 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
31. Negro doctors show more interest in patients than do white 
doctors. 
A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided E. Strongly Dis• - - agree 
_B. Agree D. Disagree -












33. Many Negroes lack confidence in the Negro doctor. 






34. The prestige of Negro doctors among Negroes is very high. 
_A. Strongly Agree _c. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_B. Agree _D. Disagree 
35. Younger Negro doctors have better office facilities than 
do older Negro doctors. 
_A. Strongly Agree 
_B. Agree 
C. Undecided _ E. Strongly Dis-
agree 
_D. Disagree 
36. Yo~'"'lg Negro doctors have better access to hospital and 
medical facilities than do older doctors. 
_A. Strongly Agree _C. Undecided _E. Strongly Dis-
agree 


















PERCENT.AGE DI5'TRIBUTION OF USERS, 












PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS 
BY AGE COMPOSITION 
Age Number Percent 
20 - 29 52 29 
30 - 39 . 47 26 
40 - 49 38 . 22 
50 - 59 20 12 
60 and·over 19 11 
- . . 




















PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RF.sPONDENTS 
BY SEX 
Sex Number Percent" 
Males 46 27 
Feznales 130 73 
Total 176 100 
TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE POPULATION 
BY MARITAL STATUSES 
Marital Status Number Percent 
Single 27 15 
Married 113 64 
Divorced 15 09 
Separated 7 . 04 
Widowed 14 08 











PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 










PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS 








Work Type Number Percent 
Unskill 27 15 
. 
Semi-skill 15 09 
. 
Skill 55 . 31 
Professional 56. 32 
_Unemployed 23. 13 
:, . 




PERCENTAGE DIST..~BOTION OF RESPONDENTS 
BY INCOME LEVELS 
Income Level ?lumber Percent· 
Less than $3,999 (Low) 58 33 
-~· 
$4,000-$7,499 (Middle) 71 41 
$7,500 and over (Upper) 47 26 
Total 176 100 
TABLE 8 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF USERS, NON-USERS 
AND BOTH BY INCOME 
Income Level Users Non-users Both 
Num- Per- Num- Per- Nmn- Per-
ber cent ber cent her cent 
Less than $3,999 . 30 40 22 32 6 18 
$4,000 - $7,499 26 35 3~ 47 13 39 
$7,500 and over 19 25 14 21 14- 43 

























EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF ALL RESPONDENTS 
Educational Level · Number Percent 
. 
l - 8 years {Grammar) 17 
9 - 12 years (High School)' 50 
1 or more years of 
college 109 
Total . 176 
TABLE 10 
EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF USERS, NON-USERS, 
AND BOTH 
Users Non-users 
Educational Status Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
l - 8 years (Grammar) 9 12 6 09 . 
9 - 12 years (High School) 18 24 25 37 -
1 or more years of college 48 64 37 54 































ATTITUDINAL RESPONSES FOR USERS BY NUMBER AND PERCENT 
Statements 
Favorable Undecided 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Negro doctors 
17. Are we11· trained 45 60 10 13 
18. Prefer white specialists 24 32 32 43 
19. Charge smaller fees 26 35 . 16. 21 . 
20. Spend less on office. furnishings 32 . 42 20 27 
21. Spe~d less on medical equipment 30 40 21 28 
22. Do not speoializ~ as muoh 48 64 12 16 
23. Negroes have more confidence in 
·•white specialists 41 55 12 16 
24. Fail to refer patients 22 30 25 33 
25. Are hampered by inferior 
·facilities 35 46 25 33 
26. Are well qualified to praotioe 67 90 5 06 
. 
27. · Young Negro doctors are more 
competent than old 44 59 18 24 











15 20 .. 
3 04 
13 16 




















Are hampered by inferior 
facilities 
I 
Are well qualified to praotioe 
Young·Negro doctors are more 
competent than old 
Competenoy and skill have in-
creased 
Give better service 
Express more understanding 
Show more interest 
Engage in more illegal praotioea 
Negroes laok confidence in Negro 
· doctors 
. I 




Young Negro·dootora have better 
office facilities than old 
36 • ./ Young Negro doctors have better 
! 
.aoaesQ tq hospital facilities 
' 
I . 
37. iWhi te doctors have better 






















































































AT.CITUDINAL RESPONSES FOR NON-USERS BY NUMBER AND PERCENT 
Statements 
Negro doctors 
17~ Are well trained 
18. Prefer white specialists 
19. Charge smaller fees 
20. Spend leas on office furnishings 
21. Spe~d less on medical equipment 
22. Do not specialize_ as much 
23. Negroes have more confidenoe in 
white spaoialiata 
24. Fail to refer patients 
25. Are hampered by inferior 
facilities 
26. Are wall qualified to practice 
27 •. Young Negro doctors are more 
competent than old 
Favorable I Undecided I Unfavorable 
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· white speoial!sta ---T-43 [ 57-,--is·-r-·22--·-r ---·--a--·T- --·-·-i-u- · ·· 
24. Fail to refer patients 27 I 39 I 28 I 42 I 13 I 19 
25. Are hampered.by inferior 
facilities 
I 
34 I 50 20 29 I 14 I 21 26. Are well qualified to praotioe 52 77 12 18 4 I 06 
27. Young Negro dootora are more 
competent than old I 47 I 69 I 12 I 18 I 9 I 13 
28. Competency and skill have in-
creased 60 89 6 09 I 2 I 02 29. Give bettor service 5 08 17 25 46 I 67 
.-.. 
30. Express more u~derstanding 7 11 10 13 I 51 I 76 
31. Show more interest 4 06 11 I 16 I 53 I 78 32. Engage in more illegal praotioes 4 06 30 44 34 50 
33. Negroes laok confidence in Negro 
doctors I 54 I '/9 I 8 12 6 
09 
34. Prestige is very high 45 66 14 21 9 13 
35. Young Negro doctors have better 
office facilities than-old I 46 I 68 I 15 I 22 I 7 I 10 
36. Young Negro doctors have better 
aaces·a to hospital faoili ties I 23 I 48 I 23 I 33 I 12 I 19 
374 White doctors have better 
facilities I 53 I 79 I 7 I 10 I 8 I 11 
. -=·-~·------------- -----· -· -~--~---.... - ........ ........:.-.car✓-"-"o.~~'ILi•rn-_, "'-··•~:,~ ·--~•!;"'e'. -..~ J:t.~•-

. -- ·- - -. ---- - -----·------- ---------•--·· -·•· ___ ,,, 
TABLE 13 




17. Are well trained 14 42 
18. Prefer white apeoialista 6 18 
19. Charge smaller fe~s 17 51 
20. Spend leas on offioe furnishings 10 . 30 
21._ Spend leas on medical equipment 19 58 
22. Do not speoialize as muoh 23 70 
23. Negroes have more confidence in 
white speoialiats 15 46 
24. Fai'l to refer· patients 8 24 
25. Are hampered by inferior 
facilities 15 45 
26. Are well qualified to practice 26 79 
27. Young Negro doctors are more 
competent than old 23 70 


















9 27 . 
11 33 
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25. Are hampered by inferior 
facilities I 15 I 45 I 8 I 24 I 10 I 31 
26. Are ~ell qualified to praotiae I 26 I 79 I 5 I 15 I 2 I 06 
27. Young Negro doctors are more 
competent. than old I 23 I 70 I 4 I 12 I 6 I 18 
28. Competency and skill have in-
creased 30 90 2 06 l I 03 
29. Give better service 3 09 11 33 19 58 
30. Express more understanding 4 12 12 37 17 [?l 
31. Show more interest 3 09 15 45 15 46 
32. Engage in more illegal practices 2 · 06 12 37 19 56 
33. Negroes lack confidence in Negro 
I doctors 26 I 79 I 2 I '06 I 5 I 15 
34. Prestige is very high I 21 I 64 I 9 I 27 I 3 I 09 
35. Young Negro doctors have better 
office facilities than old I 25 I 74 I G I 19 I 2 I 06 
36. Young Negro doctors have better 
acoeaa to hospital facilities I 13 I 40 I 8 I 24 I 12 I 36 
37. White dootora have better 
f facilities I 24 I 73 I 5 I 15 I 4 I 12 





INCOME .AND FAVORABLE RESPONSES FOR USERS, N 
Dimension and Statement 
The Practitioner 
Charge smaller fees 
Are well qualified to practice 
Spend less on office furnishings 
Negroes lack confidence in the Negro doctor 
Engage in more illegal practices 
Have very high prestige 
The Specialist 
Prefer white specialist 
Negroes have more confidence in-white specialist 
Are hampered by inferior facilities. 
Do not specialize 
Fai~ to refer patients 






Are as well trained 
Young Negro doctors are more competent than older 
Negro doctors 
Have increased in competency and skill 
Doctor-Patient Relationship 
Give better service 
Express more understanding 
Show more fnterest in patients 
Hospital and Medical Facilities 
Spend less on medical facilities (equipment) 
White doctors have better medical facilities 
Young Negro doctors have better office 
facilities than do older Negro doctors 
~ 
Young Negro doctors have better access to hospital 













































t TABLE 14 
I . 
~PONSES FOR USERS, NON-USERS, AND 00TH 
l 
I Users lfon-users Both 
I 





39 34 26 41 26 21 34 23 35 
86 100 79 91' 81 57 82 93 64 
46 50 26 45 56 79 50 52 50 
77 8-0 85 ·91 0 86 83 92 64 
! 09 03 05 08 03 07 0 14 07 
66 77 63 73 56 78 73 61 56 
27 39 32 41 37 50 34 16 14 
t 57 53 54 44 60 72 50 61 56 
46 56 31 36 56 57 16 39 64 
I 54 73 68 45 69 78 66 23 57 
I 
! 33 26 27 31 40. 36 49 07 28 i 
! 
i 
67 50 62 55 34 0 17 30 65 
er 
50 54 64 58 62 85 83 76 57 
80 93 87 95 77 93 100 92 86 
i 
32 35 . 26 13 
. 06 0 0 07 14 
\ 
I 
50 45 47 27 03 0 33 15 0 
i 39 41 31 08 06 0 16 16 0 I 
' 
44 41 31 63 87 100 56 74 64 ·-
77 69 64 64 82 92 ·32 - 92 70. 
67 77 63 73 56 78 73 61 56 
u 
60 34 42 49 O· 56 66 46 21 






























TABLE 15 • 
! 
INCOME AND UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES FOR USERSI 
Dimension and Statement 
The Practitioner 
Charge smaller fees 
Are well qualified to practice 
Spend less on office furnishings 
Negroes lack confidence in the Negro doctor 
Engage in more illegal practices 
Have very high prestige 
The Specialist 
Prefer white specialist 
Negroes have more confidence in white specialist 
Are hampered by inferior faci_li ties 
Do not specialize 
Fail to refer patients 
Doctor-Patient Relationship 
G;ve better service 
Express more understanding 
Show more interest 
Competency and Skill 
Are as well trained 
Young Negro doctors are more competent than older 
Have increased in competency and skill 
Hospital and Medical Facilities 
Spend less on medical equipment 
~1h.i.te doctors have better medical facilities 
Young Negro doctors have better office 
facilities than do older Negro doctors 
Young Negro doctors hav~ better access to hospital 
















































!RESPONSES FOR USERS I NON-USERS I AND BOTH 
f 
I Users Non-users I 
I Low liddle Upper Low Middle 
' i: 
( 43 50 36 54 66 
I -~· r 10 0 0 0 06 ' I 
37 04 19 1. 47 07 
t: 13 16 15 04 0 ,, 
t 53 65 73 72 50 
i 
16 10 31 0 25 
i: 
I 
I'· 13 22 47 22 19 
I 
~ist 23 31 36 36 06 
20 12 32 18 19 
r 
19 19 21 22 06 
29 34 52 22 15 · I 
I 
I 
i 36 45 0 68 ·63 t 
i 32 27 15 54 81 i 
j 
27 41 26 73 81 
23 35 16 31 46 
lder 20 22 05 13 19 
I 




I 29 31 36 23· 06 
! 
i . 13 19 15 13 12 
' 
! 
' 13 03 05 13 0 i 
~pital 
; lo 43 26 18 0 
.. 
Both 
Upper Low Middle Upper 
64 66 54 36 
14 0 07 07 
21 16 32 43 
07 0 07 28 
14 33 65 29 
07 0 07 14 
07 0 45 0 
07 16 23 29 
29 33 29 29 
07 16 45 14 
21 33 33 36 
71 49 69 57 
65 32 52 57 
79 32 39 57 
64 34 52 28 
0 15 16 21 
07 0 ·o 0 
0 0 07 21 
07 16 07 14 
. 
0 0 0 14 







EDUCATION AND FAVORABLE RESPONSES FOR us~ 
l 
Users 
1-8 9-12 l 
. Years Years Coll 
17. Are well trained 55 55 c 
.•. 
18. Prefer white specialists 22 27 J 19. Spend less on office furnishings 44 46 
20. Charge smaller fees 33 39 ~ 
21. Spend less on medical equipment 44 36 j 
22. Do not specialize 66 66 
l 
23. Negroes have more confidence in 
~ white specialists 66 50 
24. Fail to refer patients 44 30 2 
25. Are hampered by inferior facilities 66 32 J 
I 
26. Are well qualified to practice 99 99 ~ 
I 
27. Young Negro doctors are more competent 
than older Negro doctors· 77 68 E 
28. Competency and skill have increased 88 83 . e 
29. Give better service 55 39 2 
30. Express more understanding 77 44 4 
31. Show more interest 56 28 ~ 
32. Engage in more illegal practices 22 10 0 
33. Negroes la~ confidence in Negro doctors 67 83 7 
I 
34; Prestige is very high 88 71 61 . . j 
35. Young Negro doctors have better facil- j 
11 ities than older Negro doctors 88 61 
36. Yollll.g Negro doctors 'have better access 
l 
l 
to hospital facilities than·do older ! -- l 
Negro doctors ¥ . 77 43 4j 
I 
1 










& RESPONSES FOR USERS, NON-USERS AND BOTH 
I 
Users Non-users 
' 1-8 9-12 1-8 9-12 
!Years Years College Years Years College 
I 
' I 55 55 62 32 52 21 
I 22 27 35 I 67 .. 36 40 
44 46 41 50 56 .68 
33 39 33 33 32 27 
' 44 38 40 50 64 67 
66 66 62 83 68 92 
66 50 53 50 64 67 
44 30 25 33 32 46 
66 32 48 33 44 49 
99 99 82 99 9-2 68 
77 68 62 82 72 . 65 
88 83 87 99 88 86 
55 39 25 16 16 0 
77 44 43 33 20 0 
56 28 39 0 04 02 
22 10 02 0 04 07 
67 83 79 82 .88 73 
88 · 71 64 99 60 65 
88 61 73 66 56 74 
-. 
77 43 41 49 56 44 
88 56 74 83 68 23 
Both 
1-8 9-12 
Years Years College 
0 43 41 
0 0 16 
50 29 58 
50 13 33 
50 56 58 
100 71 66 
0 43 49 
50 14 29 
0 43 49 
100 85 75 
100 71 66 
100 86 90 
50 14 04 
50 14 08 
50 12 04 
0 -0 08 
50 100 75 
100 42 47 
. 
50 71 79 
. 50 43 27 




































_ TABLE 17 I 
EDUC..ZCTION AND UNFAVORABLE RESPONSES FOR j 
Users j 
Statements 1-8 9-12 I 
Years Years Coll1 
i 
17. Are as well trained 33 28 2• .•. 1 . 
18. Prefer white specialists 22 32 6~ 
19. Spend less on office furnishings 55 27 , 
20. Charge smaller fees 44 44 41 
21. Spend less on medical equipment 33 28 
:J 22. Do not specialize 11 21 
23. Negroes have more confidence in I 
white specialists 33 39 2, 
24. Fail to refer patients 33 27 4J 
I 
25. Are hampered by inferior facilities 11 22 2] 
I 
26. Are well qualified to practice· 0 0 oa 
27. Young Negro doctors are more competent 
1j th.an older Negro doctors · 22 17 
28. Competency and skill have increased 0 0 
29. Give better service 33 39 4~ 
l 
30 • Express more understanding 11 33· :~ 31. Show more interest in patients 22 33 
32. Engage in more illegal practices 55 49 69 
i 
33. Negroes lack confidence in Negro qoctors 22 17 13 
34. Prestige is verJ high 
. 
0 05 1J 
35 ■ -Young Negro doctors have better facil- l . . l 
iti~s than older Negro doctors 11 05 oa 
! 
36. Young Negro doctors have better access l 
tQ hospital facilities than do older I 
I 
Negro doctors 11 22 s3i -





i TABLE 17 
I 
I 
I RESPONSES FOR USERS, NON-USERS AND BOTH 
l 
I Users Non-users 
~s 
9-12 1-8 9-12 
Years College Years Years Colle:ge 
I 
I 
~: 28 25 50 32 53 32 61 .•. 16 19 16 
155 27 0 0 16 15· 
~: 44 42 67 54 60 28 3S 17 . 16 16 
11 21 21 16 20 02 
33 39 25 16 08 12 
33 27 41 16 24 16 
11 22 21 33 20 13 
0 0 08 0 08 0 
,22 17 17 0 20 10 
I 
i 0 0 0 0 04 02 
33 39 42 66 64 70 
11 33 27 100 88 81 
22 33 27 66 68 69 
,55 49 69 83 64 35 
I 
I 22 17 13 16 04 10 
' 0 05 14 0- 08 18 
. 
11 05 08 16 16 05 
! 
i 
11 22 33 16 22 15 
0 27 13 16 16 07 
Both 
1-8 9-12 . 
Years Years College 
50 28 41 
50 29 31 
0 29 37 
50 58 44 
50 50 44 
0 0 16 
50 ·43 25 
50 28 40 
50 43 25 
0 14 04 
0 14 20 
0 04 0 
50 · 57 57 
50 43 57 
50 43 57 
50 57 58 
0 0 . 21 
0 29 04 
0 . 0 08 
50 0 45 
y 
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